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I. IHTRODIJCTIOI 
fhe basic problem in production economies is the 
efficient allocRtion of resources, land, labor, capital, 
and management, with a view to achieve a predetermined 
end, fhis end may b© a maximization of profit or a 
minimization of cost in th© case of a firm or it may b© 
maxiaization of th® social welfare or national security 
and ©conomic stability on th© national lev®l. In ©conomic 
unit is concerned with choice and decisim-making in the 
use of resources at Its disposal, Th® problems involved 
in this rol© of choice-iaaking ar® similar in nature 
whether thes® are fac«d by the management of a firm or 
the government of a country. 
As a simpl® ®xampl© of the decisions involved in 
prodtiction economics, we aay conal<i©r a firm Involved in 
the production of a single commodity using a single 
resource which is obtainable in competitive market. Also, 
any amount of th® coinraodity produced can b® sold at th© 
competitive price, fhen what amount of coiiaaodlty should 
be produced? Th© production function computed to show 
t.h© relations between the output and th® corresponding 
amount of input and the prices of the input relative to 
that of the output will determin® the amount of coxmnodity 
to be produced, Th® amount of output for which the 
Marginal productivity of the input is equal to the price 
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ratio of the resource aiid the output is the optimum 
araoimt to he produced by th© firm. These kinds of 
decisions become complicated when the number of inputs ,, 
used in the production of a ooiamodity is more then one. 
Moreover, there may be alternati've possibilities of pro­
duction* Alternative resources could be uaed to produce 
the same coramoditj or the given amounts of resources 
could be used to produce alternative products. So.tne 
products may be compleiaentarj, The production of one 
accompanies th© production of the other in varied pro­
portions. The role of management is to make a selection 
of the outputs and the amounts to b© produced, A fa:r»mer, 
for example, may grow corn, oats, or some other crop or 
a combination thereof, using th© lend and other resources 
he has. These verlous possibilities of production activ­
ities can be referred to aa Inter-dependent activities, . 
On a national scale, the various productive activities 
in the form of industries, household and government ser­
vices, international trade and so forth, are also inter­
dependent, In fact, the output of any industry is an 
input for other sections of the aconomy. Th© planners of 
the national economy are interested in determining the 
levels of these activities which msy yield the desired 
ends of the society. In war, for example, the government 
needs certain amounts of food, grains,.war materials, and 
constffiiei* goods. The pFoductiv© «otlvitl©s may be controlled 
so that after amitual Interindustry consumption, the govern­
ment MB.J be able to procure the desired amounts for 
military use and also insure that the cons\»ners will get 
planned amounts of goods. Even in peace time, a govern­
ment in a position to regulate and control various national 
productive activities, is faced with a similar allocation 
problem• 
We have used the word Inter•dependent activities to 
cover production possibilities in the realm of activity of 
an economic unit which are related either as alternative 
consumers of resources as in the ease of a firm or 
mutually related as inputs and outputs as national economy 
sectors as described above. 
Two activities are inter-dependent when they 
must share limited amounts of a commodity which 
they use in comwon, when one produces a commodity 
which is used by the other, or when each produces 
a commodity used by a third activity.! 
Marginal analysis, the well-accepted criterion of 
choice-making in production economics, has been criticised 
recently by many economists. One reason la that it assumes 
^¥ood, M. K. and Dantzlg, B# The Programming of 
Inter-Dependent Activities, General Discussion, in Koopmans, 
T. C., ed,, Activity Analysla of Production and Allocation, 
Cowles Comm. for Hes. in Econ,, New York, John Wiley, 1951* 
p. 15. 
continuity of the production function. In simple,words, it 
means that it ia supposed to be responsive to Infinitesimally 
small changes in inputs* In praotiee, however, one 
hundredth fraction of an acre of land, added to the existing 
land of production may not show yield increase xirhich is 
measurable. Similarly, the machinery used in production 
must be increased or decreased in whole units. Even If one 
hires machine services. It ordinarily cannot be hired on 
the basis of an infinitesiraal unit, fhls practical con­
sideration encouraged development of "linear models" in 
planning programs for Inter-dependent activities, 
Leontief' s®' inter-industry analysis were probably the 
first linear models presented in a comprehensive form, 
particularly the open model which could be used for planning 
national productive activities. However, the mathematical 
model of linear programming with a view to maximize a linear 
function of the activity levels was presented by Dantzig®*^ 
^Leontief, W, W, The Structure of American Economy, 
lew York, Oxford Univ. Press, 19i|.l# 
aDantzig, Q, B. A procedure for Mazlraizlng a Linear 
Form Subject to Linear Inequalities, Mimeo., Washington, 
Headquarters, U. S. Air Force, Comptroller, 19il.8. 
SDantzlg, B. Maximization of a Linear Form Whose 
Variables are Subject to a System of Linear Inequalities, 
Mimeo,, Washington, Headquarters, tJ. S, Air Force, 
Comptroller, 19l|9-
•Dantzig, Q, B, Prograramlng Interdependent Activities 
II Mathematical Model, Iconometrlca, 17»200-211, 19i|.9. 
in an integrated form In I9I4.8 and 1914-9. Since then, this 
field of programming has received eontributions from 
various eeonomlsta, iBathematicians^ and adTOlnlatratora 
alikei it has beeome an important tool in research. W© 
will dlsouss these techniques in Chapter II assuming 
static situation, 
fh® Problem 
fh® problem we propose to take up is as follows! 
Suppose a schedule of production is planned by an 
economic unit using linear coefficients of production. 
What statistical procedures can b# formulated to predict 
the outcome of the pliaa? ^is la of particular interest 
in a situation in which th© linear coefficients of pro­
duction are liable to vary, fhea® technological relations 
which will be referred to as th# input coefficients are 
in the form of a particular input required to produce a 
unit of particular output. In agricultural production, 
for instance, it is very difficult to predict how Much 
land will be used to produce a bushel of corn, due to 
weather variability, and so forth. Hence, we will attach 
a measure of variability to th® input coefficients which 
we use in planning the production fchedule and try to 
gauge the variability of the activity levels as they will 
be realized in production# Although we will discuss 
6 
dlsor-epancles analysis in Chapter III, our main approach to 
solve th© problem will b® based on the concept of pro-• 
bability distributions. Assuming that the input coef­
ficients are liable to vary according to normal distri­
butions about'the expected values which w© used for 
planning the program and with corresponding assxmied 
variances, our purpose will be to derive approximate 
probability distributions of the activity levels {which 
will be realized). An effort will be made to give 
simplified procedures by which stfttistical predictions, 
for exenfjie, to find the probability that th© level of a-
particular activity would not fall below e certain limit, 
co'uld be made without cvmhersoim eoBjputation of the dis­
tributions of the activities. ¥e propose to accomplish 
this in Part I of the dissertation. Some general pro­
cedures, which can handle caaes wherein the distributions 
of the input coefficients may be asairaed to be other than 
normal, will be added in Chapter I¥, 
To exhibit the working of this statistical approach, 
an empirical example is included in Part II of the 
dissertation. A model family farm in Iowa with given 
amount of capital, land, and labor la considered. First, 
an optimum prograie of production Is derived, and then, 
usJ.ng the analysis of Part 1, probability statements about 
the results of the program are made. A critical examination 
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of the results is included in the end of Part II, 
It may be observed that, in Chapter II and in the 
©H^jlrical ®3Eample, w® hair© restricted ourselves to partic­
ular situations of production ©conomiG®. The mathematical 
formulae derived in Chapter I? are quite general In nature, 
fhose results may be applicable to many other situations of 
applied sciences wherein the mathematical model conforms 
with the one used,. 
- 8 • 
mws I 
THSOSETICAL 
Derivation of the matiidinatlcal model for 
the problem and its theoretical analysis. 
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II. PROGRAM PLAIIING 
Program planning or programming may be defined as 
the construction of a schedule of actions by means of 
which an economy, organization, or other complex of activ­
ities may move from on® defined state to another or from 
a defined state to some specifically defined objective.^ 
The methodology refers to recently develiiped, associated 
techniques which have been called by various names in the 
literatures input-output analysis, prograuming of inter­
dependent activities, or linear ppograraraing, ^ese 
techniques may be used on a national level or on leas 
aggregative levels of an organization or a firm. More­
over, as is apparent frcm the definition, the formulation 
of the program may be a simple analysis of inputs and 
outputs, for example, Leontiefs* inter-industry models, 
or a more general formulation of allocation of scarce 
resources with a view to maxialze an **objective function." 
It may be proper to call the latter formulation "optional 
programming,"' but we will use the word programming or pro­
gram planning to describe the whole area of these techniques. 
"•Dantzlg, Q. B. and Wood, M# K, The Programming of 
Inter-dependent Activities, General Discussion, in Koopman, 
f, Gi Activity Analysis of Production and Allocation, 
New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1-18, 1951. 
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Hecintly, th@s© t@chnl<|u@s hiav® been used in deter­
mining optirauifl fe«d raixturea, optimum storage shipwent, 
and machine productivities. Various United States Govern­
ment agenclei have given a major impetus to the development 
of these techniques, particularly the United States Air 
Force and the Bureaus of the Budget and of Labor Statistica. 
loonoBiy-wide mobillasiition and employment programs are some 
of the problems with thich these .agencies are mostly con­
cerned. Most of the work done in these applications, as 
well as in the theoretical development of th© techniques, 
is listed in the Bibliography. 
In this chapter we will present, rather briefly, 
LeontiefE* "open model" and the theory of linear programming 
as applied to production economics, particularly at the 
level of the firm. These technique® are directly relevant 
to planning production in en economy or in a firm, Bbie 
purpose of this presentation ia to give a simple mathe­
matical background 'of our probleia, as enunciated in 
Chapter I, and to derive a specifio mathematical model to 
solve it. 
2.1 Interindustry analyaia (basic model). 
In Iieontiefs* input-output analysis, the economy of 
a nation is considered as a combination of a large number 
of inter-dependent activities of production, transportation, 
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distribution, consumption, and so forth, 
fhls partition of th© whole national activltj into a 
finite number of sectors is based on grouping the siroilar 
productive, distributlv®, and coniuffling agencies* These 
sectors or groups a..re referred to as industries or activ­
ities. E&ch on© of these activities consumes products of 
some or all other -actlTlties as its Input and contributes 
its output to othsr activities as their inputs. Household 
is considered as one of these activities, its inputs being 
the oomttoditi©3 consumed by households and its output 
being the services of households used in other activities. 
Similarly, international trad© may be considered aa 
another sector with exports as inputs and imports as out­
puts. 
The mathefflatlcal model of the input-output relationships 
among these activities may be set up as below. 
Suppose Xi -- represent the outputs of n sectors 
and Xj|_j represents the aroount of output Xj absorbed in the 
1th industry. 
Then the distribution of inputs and outputs may be 
described by the following equations! 
+ ^mx + 4- ... + xjii » 0 
Xia - Xa + xsa + ••• + « 0 (2.1.1) 
Xa.H + Xsn + x@ja * - Xa « 0 . 
» 3.2 "• 
fhes® equations stat® that the total output of each 
industj:»y (measured in physical teras) ©quals the sum 
total of th® amount of its product eonsused toy other 
industries. 
Another a©t of aquations d«s0rlbes th© tachnical 
relationships b@tM®®n the. output and th© input of an 
industry. Instead of a general type of production function, 
Xi « 3Cl8,v%3Cia) , 
J 
it is asaumad that each input ls| proportional to the 
quantity of products, for inatance, 
i«l,2,»•"jn 
i ^  Ic (2«1*2) 
k«l,2,'-V,n 
where th© constants of proportionality a^^ (called the input 
coefficients) are assumed to be fixed and kaowi. 
fhe input coefficients can b® ©.mpirlcally determined by 
constructing a square table with number of rows and columns 
equal to the number of industrial sectors, and by entering 
in it th© physical Inputs and outputs of all the sectors 
during some past period* Since everybody*'a output is some­
body's input, each item In thla table,,will be a double 
entry. Figures In any row will add to the total output of 
th® corresponding industry, whereas the figures in any 
coluiEG will show the inputs consumed In the Industry 
- 13 -
represented by that coliam. i¥oa this table showing the 
distribution of the Inputs and th® outputs of a past period, 
we can estimate th© coefficients of production or the Input 
coefficients by dividing any item of this table by th© 
corresponding, row total. For exampl©, let us suppose j 
Is th® entry in that table in the 1th row and the jth 
coluBin and Ti is the row total of the ith row. Tj. 
represents the total output of th« ith activity during 
that period, and represents the part of that output 
of the ith industry which was conauaed by jth industry, 
fhen fij/Ti will give an ©stliaat® of the input co­
efficient, that is, the amount of the output of the 1th 
industry required ii. producing otm unit of th© output of 
the jth industry. 
An assu5Kptlon of this type (2,1,2) of production 
function mean® a rejection of laarglnal productivity theory, 
The output will not increase by Increasing a single input 
unless corresponding Increases in all other Inputs according 
to their production coefficients are also effected, 
Teehnioal substltutability is not possible. This form of 
production function is the basia of th® linear programrtiing 
approach, 
The above system la described on the assximption of a 
stationary state, but the ©quatlons could b© modified by 
introdtiction of savings coeffloients to include the 
- Ill- -
consideration of saving and inw staent•Mathewatieally, 
the modified system remains similar to the above (with 
necessary changes in the coefficients). 
Ho find the solution of the levels of activities in 
this Kiod®l, w© substitute equations (2,1.2) in equations 
(2.2,1) to eliminate th© small x's. W© get 
••Xj + • 4. ® 0 
''' 4- • • • 4» ShuXU * 0 (2*1.«3) 
^tWL^x * ®-aaXj# 4- a,aa^ ,8 + *•• -Xn'®© 
low, these ar© n hoiaogeneous linear equations in n 
variables X|.,^ ••jXn,, and they will be eonslstant if, and 
only if, th© determinant of th© coefficlients TOnishes. In 
that case, we can have a non-trivial solution. Suppose 
this condition is satisfied. Then we can omit any one of 
the equations, say the nth one, and rewrite the equations 
in the following fomi 
. ^ + a®* ^ + ... + An-x X = -am 
ia "" ia *"* 
*Leontief , W. W. fhe Structure of American Economy, 
lew lork, Oxford "Ohiv# Pre as, 19^ 1 #• 
- -
am ^ ^ * a«-l n = 1 
XX X 
wklch gives a \mlqm© solution for quantities 
An 
¥© can writ© ©quatlons (2.1,14.) matrix fom as 
BX « Q (2.1,If') 
and the solution of relative ftctivltj levels is given by 
this matrix ^ equation. For d®tail»d discussion, of the closed 
model, one may refer to L«onti©f'a work quoted above, 
E.2 Open model. 
In Section 2,2, linear technological coefflcieribs 
were used to replace th® clasBlcal production function. 
It was also suggested how these coefficients could be deter­
mined einplrloally using some kno^in data. It may be noted 
thst the saiae coefficients could be determined by consulting 
technical experts. Anyway, if we know these technical 
coefficients, m can reconstruct the whole set of entries 
In the input-output table from them, if the output of any 
one or more sectors Is considered exogeneous, that la, 
determined outside the model, this approach becomes 
important if we are interested in planning an economic 
system# The National Iconomy, for Instance, may be con­
sidered as an open system for many purposes, such as 
- 16 -
evaluation, of alternatiw policies in respect to allocation 
of primary resources,. "A closed system becomes open as 
soon as one disregards (that is 0onsid©rs as being pliable 
at will or ©ven entirely unknowi) on© or more of the basic 
structural relationships of which it is raade,**!' 
Suppose we regard the output of households and govern­
ment agencies as well as their purchases as exogenous. In 
other words, w® may have a predetermined list of goods and 
services which the goverranent plans to consum® in a 
specified period and also a list of the goods and services 
which are expected to be utilized by the households during 
that period. Such a plan, for example, may be necessary 
for an emergency period, such as war, The list of demands 
is referred to as "bill of goods" in the literature. The 
problem is how the other national activities may be 
regulated to yield that "bill of goods" during the relevant 
period. We will now describe the laathematical model for 
this system. 
As in the closed system, let Xa.,X8,• • • denote total 
outputs of industrial sectors which contribute the 
quantities ,<1® in the final "bill of goods'* and 
^Leontief , W. W, Input-Output Analysis and its Use 
in Peace and ¥ar Icononiics, lecent I>@velopments in the 
Study of Interindustrial Relationships, Papers and Pro­
ceedings, Amer, Econ, Assoc,, 61121I4, , 1948*-
7 
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if r®pres®nta phjsical amount of output Xj going into 
t,h® ith industry as input, then w® haves 
Xi - Xnx. - - ••• - a qjt 
-xia + Xa - xaa **• • Xj^a " % (2.2.1) 
-Xija - Xsm • . 
If as before, represents the technioal coefficients, 
the above systera oan be written as 
5^ 1 • ••• * ti 
+ X® • aggXa ^amaXiii ® % (2,2.2) 
-a^ BiXj: - «Kia5Ca - ®s]iiX.a • • • + Xm « %i 
or 
(I - A}X ^ Q (2,2.2) 
where I is the identity matrix of order ra and 
A » matrix (a^^j) (2,2,3) 
where aj^^j * 0 when i = j. 
Let us write the matrix equation (2,2,2) as BX « Q, 
Thus, given e final bill of gooda and th© input 
Coefficients, in other words, given vector Q and the matrix 
B, w© get a unique solution for levels of production in the 
- 18 
industrial sectors by solving the above m linear equations 
if B is non-singular. We have in that case 
X = ft . (2.2.i|.) 
It May b© noticed that neithtr th© bill of goods nor 
th© amount of services of the houaeholds and the govermtient 
is determined by the system. If we are considering house­
hold and th© govejrnmerit as on© sector of the economy, its 
contribution to various other industries can be determined 
from the solution vector X, if the corresponding input 
coefficients were known. Also, If only the household 
services and their demands are considered to be exogenous 
in the open model described above, then the total employment 
may be computed as follows# Asstuning linear coefficients 
for labor inputs, that is 
^iq ^ 1,2,''SIB 
where represents labor input (and government services) 
required in a unit output of the 1th industry, we find that 
the total employment is 
* ®aq^8 + ••• + affigXai, 
a linear fiinction of X's. For detailed discussion of the 
•» 19 
assumpfcions and cpiticism, on® may r®f®3? to Georg®scu»Roeg©n 
and Soldsmith's articles#^*® 
2,3 Linear prograpanlnR. 
Ifethematlcally, th©. general foroalatlon of lineai» 
prograBHttlng Is to find th® Maximum of a lln«ar function 
say 
iCxXx f C,Xs, 1. ••• + GnXn) (2.3.1) 
subject to oondltlons 
(i) Xj > 0 for j « lj2,*»*,n 
and 
(11) «iiX, < 11, i l,2,"*,m 
J «1 ^ 
where 
•••, Cn and ftij's are known constants. 
^Georgescu-Eoegen, L©onti«f*s System in the Light 
of Recent Results, E©v. of Beon. and Stftt., 32s2ll|.«222, 
1950. 
^Soldsmlth, H. N. Input-outiput Analyila and Its use 
In P@ao® and War loonoinios. Discussion, Papers and Pro­
ceedings,'Aner, Icon. Assoe., 6lj235-'230, 19i}.8. 




In matrix notation, we could say that is to be 
maxiiniljsed subject to conditions 
( i ) X > Q  ( 2 . 3 . 2 « )  
and 
(11) A • X < Q . (2,3.30 
(m»n| {n»l) "" {»•!) 
This mod©! applied to produotlon ©conomios has the 
following interpretation, 
fh© vector X may represent the levels of n alternative 
productive activities of an economy, organization or a firm, 
lleiaents (Qi) of m coluran vector Q represent the m fixed 
resources required In the production, llements of the (m*n) 
matrix A, represent the input coefficients. Each of the m 
inequalities (2.3.3) I'spi'esents the fact that all productive 
activities can b© carried on to the extent they do not 
require more than the given quantity of a resource. Ihere-
for®, the set (2,3*3) of the Inequalities represent the 
resource liraltatlons on the production capacities of the 
econoMilo unit. C*X represents a linear objective function 
which the economic unit is interested to maxiiaize. For 
example, if element Cj of coluian vector 0 represents the 
net value of on© unit of output of th© Jth activity, then 
C'X will represent the net value of th® whole production 
program, fhe problem is, to deterailne the levels of 
- 21 -
activities, that Is Xi., Xg, •**, Xn which ©an be carried on 
with the given supplies of resources so as to maximize the 
objective function C*X, fh® following are three basic 
assumptions of this economic model, 
1, fhe production opportunities of an economy or an 
economic unit are defined by its resources and a finite 
niamber of productive activities available to it. fhe 
quantities of at least some of th# resources are limited. 
2# Any productive activity may be carried on at any 
positive level consistent with the limitations on resources 
available. ®ie consumption of resources and the output of 
products are proportional to the level at which the activity 
is carried on. 
3. Several productive activities may be used simul­
taneously within the limits of available resources. Con­
sumption of each resource Is the sum of the comsxamptlons 
of that resource in the activities carried on, and if the 
same product could possibly be produced by different 
activities, then the total output of that product is the 
sum of the outputs of the individual activities producing 
that product. 
These assumptions and the dlscuaslon in the following 
<m 22 •* 
section aj*® mainly based on R» Dopfiaan^s^ work. 
^*h- Application at the firm level. 
We present the problem of production program planning 
on the level of a firm, assuming perfect coiopetltlon, in 
an elaborate imnner# A productive event may be defined 
by a coluian vector 
Si * (®ii»ai8,«»«,aiia,bjj,,b|j,,*»%bip) {2.I4..I) 
where a's refer to the amounts of inputs and b's the 
amounts of outputs. Another such event, say 
* (a,-I »**%&, f to, )» k kl* ' km' kl ' kp ' 
will be an event of the sa®@ productive activity as that 
of li if their corresponding elements are proportional, 
that is, if 
B -iE£ ss • » -jii, ss « * ss say, (2,i{..2) 
H% ais ^11 »4p 
If event Ej, defines a unit level of that activity, then the 
level of will be « 
The corresponding productive activity, in fact, la 
characterized by Ej., and there are n such alternative 
^Dorfaan, 1. Application of Linear Prograraming to the 
Theory of the Firm, Berkeley, Unlv, of Calif., 1951. 
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production activities. Let th© colusm vector X, (Xi,Xa,•».Xn 
denote levels of th® n aotivitlea denoted by Bi»Ea,•*•,ln. 
Thus, two oolumn vectors {X4,X«,* •• ,Xb) and (gj,,E8, • • • ,En.) 
specify a production program eon^letely. If ^ denotes 
the amount of the jth' scarce resource used in the ith 
a c t i v i t y  a n d  i f  t h e  ^ v e c t o r  Q  «  ( r e p r e s e n t s  
the supply of these.factors, then the inequalities 
represent the resource restrictions in the production 
program, 
fhe next question is the evaluation of the production 
program. Society or any other economic mit concerned with 
the program will make its judgment on the basis of the inputs 
of resources consumed and the outputs of the products pro­
duced which are functions of th# intensities of the pro­
duction activities, fherefore, the Measure of desirability 
is a function of vector X, say f(X)» More specifically, we 
assume it to be a linear function of the activity levels, 
say C'X, fhus, the basic problem of linear programming is 
to maximize C*X (2.i}.,l|.) subject to the conditions? 
A X • < • Q • 
{ia*n) (n-l) *" {m*!} 
CD X > 0 
and (ii) ,1X < Q. 6 )  
To solve this problem. Dr. Q-^ B, Dantzig^ suggested 
a device of introducing fomally disposal activities equal 
to the number of limited resoui»cea, fhese disposal activ­
ities do not involve costs and profits, fhat is, the 
unused resources are wasted and are diaposed of without 
cost, Bj introducing n such actl-ritie's, we can reduce the 
resource inequalities to equalities} for example, for the 
jth resource, we have 
for j « 1,2, • • ,a: where, XB4-i,»Xn+», • • • t^n-m 
represent the levels at which resources l,2,***,ro are 
diaposed respectlvelj# 
4- • • • 4^  SjijXn + Xa+j ® G 
* * * ^nm 0 Q 0 • • • 1 
ai8%aasa  • • •&&« 0  1  0  C 
aiaaB8®»» ••• ®»3 0 0 1 C 
••• Aai '3. 0 0 C 
(24.7) 
i-Dantssig, S. B. A Procedure for Maxiraizing a Linear 
Function Subject to Linear Inequalities, Mlmeo,, Washington, 
Headquarters, U« S. Air Poroe, Coraptroller, 19ti-o. 
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« ( A ! I ) = B (2.1}..?') 
(m»n) Cm»n) 
th«n th® resourc® restrictive conditions may be written as: 
B T « Q C2.I4..8) 
(ia*n+ra){n+ifl.l) («•!) 
where 
y *» vector (Xj,jiXjB, • • • ,Xa#Xn4.|.f * • • )• 
Th® linear objective function C*X oan also he modified. 
If Cj represents the net value (or net profit) or a unit 
level of the Jth activity, w® could re-define the unit 
levels of all the productive activities such that the new 
unit level of each activity has n«t value unity (one dollar 
if it ia profit). Therefore, the objective function can be 
written as 
(X|."«C8+Xis+» (2.i|..9) 
or ¥*Y^ where V is the column vector 
n_tlme3 iB__JbliaQB 
(1, 1 } 0, 4 (2.1!.,10) 
Thus the problem ia to maxliai^e VY subject to the 
restrlctlona 
CD I < 0 (2,i|..ll) 
(11) BX « Q, (2.1J..12) 
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It maj be noticed that BX * Q represent in linear 
tquations in iH+n variables (aetivity levels) and, in general, 
will have raanj solutions, 
Definitioni A solution of thfts® equations in which no 
more than m elements of Y enter with positive values (others 
being zeroes) is called a basic solution. The set of 
activities who have these positive levels is called the 
basis of that solution. For exaraple, the set of the m dis­
posal levels equal to the total supplies of the fixed 
resources gives a basic solution, tiPaat is, 
n tines 
X » (0, qj, qa,**sqBi) (2,14.,13) 
satisfies the requireiaents {2#i|.,ll) and (2,1|.,12). To check 
{2,i^.#12), we maj write (2,i|.,13) in vector notation as 
r {2.l|.il+) 
by substitution, we get 
BX » (All)|Oj« IQ « Q , (2,i+,l5) 
Therefore, X «^ 0|ls a solution of BX « Q, and it is basic 
because only m activities (in this case all disposal) have 
positive levels. However, the objective function V'X will 
have value zero in this case, since no productive activity 
is carried out. 
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tjasio theorem. 
Bobert Dorfaan, in his book referred to earlier, has 
proved an Important theorew making three additional 
aasxamptions, u.lti*^ reducible, to.-
1. fh® Hank of th® matrix B is m 
3. The vector Q is linearly indeperdent of every set 
of m 1 coltmm vectors of the laatrlx B, 
(By th© third assumption, a basic solution will Involve 
precisely m elements of Y with poditlve values, otherwise Q 
would be linearly dependent on fei^r vectors of B than m in 
number,) 
Conelusioni The solution which maximizes the linear 
function ?»lf Is a basic solution. The proof of this theorem 
is given below. 
Suppose X > 0 is a solution such that ?»Y is maximum 
and BY * ,0,. 
Suppose out of mm ©leraents of vector X, p are 
positive (where p > m). We relabel m activities in such 
a manner that the first p elements of X ar® positive, and 
we rewrite B accordingly. Then m partition naatrix B and 
vector X as follows. 
2, The rank of the matrix is m + 1 
1 «( Bj, I Ba I B, ) 
(ra«n+ffi) (m»m) (mtp-m) (m.»n4m->p} (2.^.1) 
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and 




(Bj^lBg \(tx] (2.5.3) 
or 
Bxit ^  (2.5.1^ ) 
By th® first assumption of Dor?!.ma,n, B|. is a non-
singular matrix, fharefore, we hftv« 
*"3L ••3. 
Tj. ® Bj, Q "• Bi Bjj Xa 
im*l) (M«m)(ni.l) (ia»ffi)(a*p-m)(p-ni*l) 
a „ # Ta . 
(m»l) (ai*p«m) (p^m.l) 
M@ partition V'S" the same way. 
(2.5.5) 
¥»T « ¥l X» Y« (2,5.6) 
(i.m)(m.l) (l.p-m) (p-M.l) , 
Substituting for Yj, from (2,5.5), w@ hava 
V*I « Vi (a-pXa) 
via + (Vi - V1P)Yb. 
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W© can show that ¥<Y la maxlittum if, and only if, 
Xg « 0. If (Va " 0,ne can vary the elements of 
Xa up and down a bit (lAthout making any of them zero, and 
get a solution which gives a value of V'T greater than the 
original. 
On the other hand, if 
But this contradicts the second aasumptlon. of Porftnan. 
Therefore, » 0 and the solution must be basic. 
Also, by the third assumption, a basic solution will have 
m and only m activities {productive or disposal) with 
positive levels• Therefore, the schedule of levels which 
maxlBiiaes the linear objective function, will involve m 
and only m activities# 
It nay be noticed that for simplicity of proof, unit 
activity levels were defined so as to give unit profit or 
net values, yet this is not necessary. That is, going back 
yI - fIp a 0 (that is, if ¥4 *= ?ip) , 
will hi.ve rank m 
since 
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to th@ original milta we csn say that O'T will b® jaaxlmlzed 
by the corresponding solution involving the mme "basis, only 
aaaauped in th© original units. 
fhe simplex criterion and th® practical laethod for 
coMputlng an optimum solution la very well presented by 
Gharnes, Oooper and Henderson,i We will us© the same while 
dealing with an e»^lrlo«l example, low suppose we relabel 
the activities so thftt the first m activities correspond 
to those which enter in the optimum solution with positive 
levels} and accordingly, readjust th© coliamna of matrix B. 
fhat Is, X « where Xi, is the la-coluim vector 
representing the optimum solution, is the n-coltwai 
vector Call zeroea), and B • with the cor­
responding arrangement. 
The optimum solution can be written (after obtaining 
It) as 
where Q is an m vector representing the factor supplies. 
Yi « S i  Q 
a-Oharnea, A«, Gooper, ¥. , and Henderson, A. An 
Introduction to Linear prograianiing. New Xork, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., 1952. 
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2»6 Model for the Problem., 
It may be noticed in th© preceding sections thet a 
non-degenerate solution of a progrmnming problem obtained 
by the use of linear models occurs as a solution of a set 
of linear equations equal in number to the variables X. 
That 13, , 
m « Q. (2.6,]): 
fhe aifittrix consists of eleraenta representing 
known Input-output relations and Q, is a aj-coluBm vector 
with known elements, fhe plan of production la drawn, 
using these constant quantities. At the tlrae of operation, 
however, they may vary a little, with the result that the 
activity levels realijsed will be different froia those 
planned. We may write the model at operation as 
(B + b)X a (Q + t| (2.6.2) 
where b is a matrix and s a column vector of errors 
corresponding to the elements of B and respectively. 
Our problem can thus be defined, in terms of this model,. 
If the elements of b and i are assumed to be random 
variables, can the statistical distributions for the 
activity levels to be realized be derivedf fhese activity 
levels C^sall^ed, and not the planned valuea) are variables 
whose distributions depend on those of the error® involved, 
and also on the inter-relation given by model (2,6,2), We 
&r© also interested in deriving distribution of a linear 
function of the activitj levels 
(C + c)»X (2,6.3) 
where c is a »i-colt«m vector of errors In the corresponding 
elements of C, (known constftnts). Obviously, very useful 
statistioal predictions san be made from these distributions. 
We will attempt to solve this probleja In Chapter IV, 
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III. AIALYSIS BASED 01 DISCREPAINCIIS 
It has been shown In Chapter II that th© activity 
levels planned for production by the use of the programming 
techniques occur as a solution to a set of equations:^ 
where is a matrix of the input coefficients and f is the 
vector of fixed constants. In practice, it is quite likely 
that at the time, when th® program is put in operation, the 
operating values of the Input coefficients may be different 
from those planned. Suppose, at the time of operation of the 
program, we have 
elements of e(a), e(x) and e{f) will be called discrepsncies 
between the corresponding values at the time of planning and 
the values realized. The problea is to estimate approximately 
s(x), if e(a) and e{f) are known, 
Paul S. Dwyer has dealt with this problern in his book 
^Linear Computations."® We will briefly describe his 
iWe have preferred to use different notation in this 
chapter to distinguish the analysis of this chapter from 
the one relevant to our problem. 
ax « f (3.1.1) 
a  
®Dwyer, Paul S. Linear Coraputatlons, New York, John 
Wiley-and Sons, Inc., 26l-28ij,, 1951. 
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procedure below. First of all, w© assume that a and a + e(a) 
are both non-singular so that the equations (3.1»1) and 
(3,1»2) have unique solutions. How expanding (3.1.2) we get 
ax + ac(x) + e(a)x + e(a)e{x) = f + e(f). (3.1.3) 
i • J 
Subtracting (3.2,1) from it w© get 
ae(x) + e(a)x + e(a)£(x) « e(f) (3.1.1+) 
limiting the analysis to first order errors, w© neglect 
s(a) e(X) and have 
ae(x) + 8(a)x « e(f) (3.1.5) 
or 
a€(x) * e(f) - e(a)x , (3.1.6) 
Therefore 
f(x) « a"*^ [e(f) - e(a)x] (3.1.7) 
or 
e(^) = a"' [6(f) - e(a)a-^r] (3.1.8) 
= 0 [t(f) - e(a)cf] (3.1.9) 
where 
c * a"'" , 
fhis fomula gives the first order approximation to x 
when a, e(a), f and e(f) are specified. It is the basic 
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foi»raula of Dwy©r»® descusslon.* 
In practical cases, however, values of the discrepancies 
e(a) and e(f) ar© generally unknown but the maximum extent 
of each discrepancy may be known. These may be called 
bounds of the discrepancies. These are taken to be positive 
but may be added to or Jiubtracted from the elements of a 
and f. Denoting these bounds by '^^(a) and "^(f), we can 
get the boimd for discrepancies in x, that is, '?^(x) from 
(3.1.9), as below 
')^(x) « Id f^(f) 4 (a) jxj] (3.1,10) 
where je| and |xj denote the matrices of the absolute 
values of the elements of the matrices c and x. 
Further, If ^ is the maxlnjim element of ^(f) and 
(a), then 
^ ( x )  =  ^ | c l  [ ( I f . )  +  ( I g )  jxj] 
where (If) s.^id (1^) ai*® matrices of unit elements with 
numbers of colurati" and rows corresponding to f and a. 
The same result (3.1.10) can be simplified for dis­
crepancy of an individual element of x to the following form. 
. . , ^ (1 + HUil) XjU k.il . 
 ^(Xjj) « 4- ^^ (3.1.11) 
ilbld. 
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wlier© h la the dstermlnant of a and the the co-factor 
of th® corresponding element of A In the kth row and the 
jth columni and ^  is th© conmion bound of elements of e(a) 
and e{f),, 
Further, D^^er*- deals with soiae special cases when some 
and not all th© coefficients of the linear equations con­
sidered, are subject to discrepancies, M© will not go into 
these details. 
In ft recently published paper®, P, S, Dwyer and 
F. V. Waugh have dealt with the effects of the discrepancies 
in the elements of a matrix, on the elements of its inverse. 
It is a very detailed and extenalv® presentation but 
since w® are not interested in th® discrepancies of the 
elements of th® inverse matrix as such, we will not present 
any part of th© discussion her®, fo measure the diacrep-
ancies in the solution vector, w® need to consider linear 
functions of the elements of an Inverse matrix, and for that 
purpose, th© results of that paper need the necessary ex­
tension so as to be applicable in this case*. We do not proi» 
pose to derive that extension. It will appear that a 
linear function of a large number of variables, whose 
laaxlmum discrepancy may be known, might have a very big 
^Ibld, 
®I>wyer, P. S,, and Waugh, P. ?. On Errors in Matrix 
Inversions, Journ. Amer. Stat. Assoc., i|.8s289-319, 1953. 
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diacrepRncy If the diacrepanolts In the variables ar© 
Guaulativ© or inayb© too atniall if th®y are mutually can-
celling* 
One needs th© discrepancies In th© constants to apply 
this analysis. In th® caae of tb® programming problem, th® 
discrepancies in th« input coefficients need to be deter­
mined. While dealing with Leontief's'input-output analysis 
in a static situation, one needs data concerning the por­
tions of th® outputs of on© Industry going as Inputs into 
th® other industries. Oslsar Korgenstern^ has presented 
estimates of discrepancies in th® reporting of this kind 
of data. He has dealt with the sources of errors in econ­
omic data and has derived the dlacrepancies in the data con­
cerning foreign trade, mining, agriculture, national income, 
employment and prices. One Important omission is that of 
discrepancies In the input-output data concerning manu­
facturing industries. However, using these discrepancies, 
one could apply th® analysis of Dwyer and Waugh to 
estimate approximately the discrepancies in the variables 
{X). 
fhis analysis, it seems to us, will not be very use­
ful, if on® is Interested in planning production for some 
future date, fhe problem in thst ease becomea that of 
^Morgenstern, Oskar, On the Accuracy of Observations, 
Princeton, Princeton Univ. Press, 1950. 
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prediction. It becomes difficult, to determine th© 
discrepancies between the input coefficients used in 
planning and the values which will be realifed. It is 
particularly so in those fields of production which involw 
rlak and uncertainty. It seems to us that the probability 
approach discussed in th® next chapter will be more appro^ 
prist© in such cas®s« 
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IV. PROBABILITY APPROACH 
The Input coefficients which ar© needed to draw a 
production program are, in general, based on future ex­
pectations, The planning unit ha» to decide on the ex­
pected values of these constants. It may be done with the 
help of past experience or investigating technological 
relationships with the help of new experiments. These input 
coefficients are used in planning and are represented by 
the elements of matrix B, in the model 
m « Q, 
Q is a vector of constants and X represents the levels 
of activities. We now assume that at the time of operation 
of the program, the elements of B and Q are subject to pre­
diction errors. It Is assumed that these errors are random. 
Our aim is to dirlve approximate probability distributions 
of the activity levels if the distributions of the errors 
are known, ¥® will b® interested in making predictions as 
to the variability of the outcome of the plan, ¥e will deal 
with the problem in a pure mathematical form so that the 
results can be used in any other applied field, too. In 
the latter sections of this chapter, we will come back to 
linear progrmmMiing. 
- 1^ 0 -
ll-.l Approximate reduction of the model. 
Th® mathematical atruotur© of the following discussion 
Is based on an unpublished paper by Dr. (lerhard fintner,'' 
A. Preliminary reduction 
We consider in linear equations In m variables 
(B + b)x » {q + e) (Ij-.l.l) 
where B is a-a non-aingtilar matrix whose elements 
are known constants and Q Is an nt-oolumn vector (q^) whose 
elements are also known, these ar© the constants used In 
planning the program, 
b Is an ia*m matrix of random errors whose elements 




Also e is an IB col\xrai vector of errors (ei) whose elements 
have known probability distributions such that 
^fintner, Gerhard, The Distribution of Solutions of 
Linear Iquatlons whose Goefflcient® are Subject to Error, 
unpublished. Department of Economics, Iowa State College. 
®lotatloni S represents the mathematical expectation 
of the corresponding function. 
0 /l * 1,2,' 
for. 




E (ei) « 0 
E (ei») - f 
toT 1 * 1,2, • ,ia 
Therefor®, th© equations under coasideratlon are 
m 
IL (Bij + Xi « qi + ti 
for 1 « 1,2, •»• ,ia . 
We notice that th© distributions of the coefficients of the 
variables x^, Xg, •*•, as well as those of the quantities 
on the right hand sides of the equations are knovm. For 
exanqjle, the distribution of + bij) will be the same 
as that of b|^j except that the mean value will be Bjij 
Our aim is to derive approximate distributions for 
the variables x^, x^, ••*, x® which occur in the model as 
a solution of the m linear equations (l^.l,!). 
instead of zero since 
and th© variance of 
^®ij * ^ij^ = * 
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Lefc 
(bJ denote th® determinant of the matrix 
|B+b| denote the determinant of the matrix 
jS^j denote the oo-factor of the element in |b1, 
Id I^ denote th® deterralnant of matrix (Bij) when its 
kth column Is replaced by the colymn (qj,). 
denote the co*factor of the ©leaient In 1th row 
and jth column of iD^l. 
|D^ + d^} denote th® determinant of the matrix 
4- when its kth coluran is replaced by column 
sector (<li + e^). 
¥® know from the theory of equations that the solution of 
t 
equations {1|,,2.1) is given by 
|d^ + d^l 
« jg+bj ^ ° m. {I}..1.2) 
Also, we will be interested to find th® distribution of a 
linear function of the solutions Xi, i = 1,2, For 
this purpose, let C be an m-coluran vector of fixed con­
stants (Ci, C®, Cm)? and e be a column vector of 
errors (ci, •••, c®), where 1(03,) = 0, i * l,2,"»,in, 
and E{oi®) « ' w |8, 1 « i,2,»**,ra. We consider the linear 
function 
m 
I - H (Cr "r* ^ 
- 1^ 3 -
-lifer Si 
B« Sul® of procedure for an approximation. 
low the determinanta Involved In expressions (i|.,l,2) 
and (1|.,1,.3) will he reduced to. approximat® expressions 
using the following rule of procedure. 
I-
We will egnore all cross products of errors of second 
and higher order in the expansion of a determinant whose 
eleiaents involve errors. 
It raaj be noticed that although our rule of procedure 
does not assume the square and higher powers of the errors 
to he zero, they do not occur In th® expansion of the 
determinants anyway, since no element is multiplied by 
itself in the expansion of a deterialnant. 
Also, the procedure of replacing second ordei-* cross 
product of errors by zero will, in fact, imply that we are 
assuming that all. errors are mutually uncorrelRted. However, 
there is another possibility. In the expansion of a 
determinant whose elements involve rfendoM errors, we will 
have a linear function of cross products of order two. 
This linear function m&j be zero or small, although sepa­
rately the products raay not be zero. Anyway, we will 
follow the rule of procedure as given above 
— ilil. "• 
C. Approximate Expressions* 
Using the rule of procedure giver above, we get 
expansions of the determinants involved in expressions 
{i|..l,2) and fl|..1.3) as follows, 
m m m -ir 
ID"' + di'l - IB''!  ^C Pikn • 
(l|,.l.l|) 
« HCXj^) say. 
Similarly 
M, m 
jB+bj » |Bj + Y1 Pij ^ ij ® ®®y* (ii-.i.5) 
i«i j=i 
Now 
JSC|D^ + d^l) « jD^j » say (l+,1.6) 
v(lD^+d^l) » 51. + 2^ fl (D^J® cr^/ 




EClB'^-bj) = |&( « 0 say (l+.l.S) 
- il.5 • 
and^ 
n|B+bl ) « ^ II (p. J® say. {i^.1.9) 
1«1 1»1 
.1  ^ Also 
k V J5. A k a 
0 (|D+d''| iB+bl) = EI ZT D,, p cr 
j[ssX J®1 "  ^ " 
(If.1.10) 
¥® are interested in finding the distribution of the 
quotient corresponding to 
I{Xk) 
" "iw (il.l.ll) 
For the reduction of expression {1|.. 1, 3 )  w© hav® 
(Cr+Or)(|D^ +a''|) = C OplD'l 
r=l r«l 
a m , itt HI m „ 
+ IZ Oj. (zi Pij. •!) + ECTE: edij "i, 
r«l ^ 1=^1 r=l 1=1 j=l 
+ ZI ® ^(y) say, (I4..I.I2) 
r«l ^ 
i ain this chapter, ¥ represents the variance and 
C, the co-variance of the corresponslng functions. 
- i(.6 « 
m 
E(N(y ) )  «  i  ®  ( I 4 . . I . I 3 )  
r«l 
a m  ®  m m «  
v(i(y)) - n (e: CiPri)V/ E: G« i: i: (D^a- • 
r=l i«l ^ r«l ^ 1=1 j«l 
« « s 
* 2Z C© ) w® « cri(y) gay, (l|.,l.ll|.) 
r»l 
SlmllRrly jB-J-bj « D{x) « D(y) say {i|..1.5) where E (D(y)) = 0 
and ?|D(y)l » (1|.1.8) and (l|„l»9) end 
C(I(y)D(y)) " Ci» cr®4 , 
i.«l i«x j«i 
j^ r 
and th© problem again is to find th® distribution of th© 
quotient, 
y - S M  „  
I|,r2 general procedure. 
Suppose that w® know the probability distributions of 
the elements of (bj^j ) and other errors it^)» We h®ve seen 
in Section that we want the distribution of a quotient 
of two linear functions of those errors derived. Therefore, 
1^ -7 
otiT first step will b@ to find separately the distributions 
of the numerator and the denowenator, which are linear 
functions of random variables with toowi distributions. 
A, Distribution of a linear function of v?^riates 
(general procedures). 
In atatisties we have, in general, two ways of finding 
the distribution of a linear function of random variables. 
First, we wrJLte down the Joint dlatribution of the variables 
Vv 
involved and thera make the neoessary transformations. In 
our case, we have linear functions of variables. Assuming 
mutual independence we can write down the joint distri­
bution of these variables as a product of the individual 
probability distributions. Suppose we have two random 
variables, x and y, with probability distributions, fi(x) 
and ffiCy), then the Joint distribution with the assumption 
of independence, is f(x,y) * fiCx)»fa(y), If we are 
interested in finding a distribution of a linear function, 
say 
ax 4- by « M, (ll.,2,l) 
w - by 
using the transformation x » —„ •"*" , we will have 
fs(y,w) dy dw « fj, ^~^jfa(y)dy dw (i}.,2.2) 
- I+S -
The ranges of variation of j and w can b© determined from 
the ranges of 3C and y. 
To get the distribution of w, w© integrate (I4. . 2 .2 )  
with respect to the other variable or variables {in this 
case y) over its whole for its range. This is one way to 
get the distribution of a linear function of random 
variablef. 
An alternative way of doing the same is with the help 
of charaoterlstlc functions. (Jlven the probability dis~ 
trlbutlons of a number of random variablea, and h^ce, given 
the corresponding characteristic functions, thd character­
istic function of a linear function of these can be obtained 
by the following device. If x and y are Independent 
variables, then the characteristic functions of 
(ax 4- by) «s iCglCax + by)t) » l(_lx(at) S{ely(bt)). 
(i+.2.3) 
Thua, if t) and ^j{t) are the characteristic functions 
of X and y, respectively, the characteristic function of 
Ca:^ + by) is f^(at)'^yCat; )* It may be remarked here that 
the characteristic function of a random variable always 
exists. Therefore, if we knew th® probability distribution 
of the errors involved, we can get the characteristic 
function of a linear function of these errors. Now we can 
get the cuminulative distribution for the linear function 
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Is known, by using the following Inyerslon formula. 
Inversion fomuiS;^ FC'X) be a curanulative 
distribution function and 4(t5 b® the corresponding char­
acteristic function, fhen 
P(x) + F(x- 0) = 1 - ^  (1^.24) 
where the integral on the right is Cauci|^% principal value. 
B. Distribution of the quotient of two varlates. 
Now we list the procedures to find the distribution of 
the quotient of two randoM variables, whose distributions 
are known. H. Gramer® presented the following theorem in 
his paper "Random Variables and Probably Distributions." 
fheorem 1* Let and Xg be Independent variables 
with finite mean values, the corresponding cummulative 
distributions being PiCx) and Fgtx) with characteristic 
function® fi(t) and fffl(t). If Pa(0) » 0 and if the Integral 
£a|ilj at 
converges the cummulafclve distribution function of the 
quotient Xj/xa is given by the relation 
(^Jurland, John. Inversion Formulae, Annals of Math. 
Stat., 19S228-237, 19L|.8. 
®Craa0r, H. Random^ Variablea and Probable Distributions, 
Gambridge, Cambridge tftiiv7'""Fr©ss, 1937* 
5 o  
Gix) « -i- I £s^ dt. (1+.2.3) 
ani J t 
- ^  
If th© Integral obtained by forraal differentiation of this 
relation with respect to x is uniformly coKV©rgent in s, 
certain Interval, w© will hftTe in that Interval for the 
frequency function 
O-ck) - 2s: 
r" 
fi(t) tli'tx) dt, (11.2.1+) 
'-Oo 
where fg is the derivatiTe of fgCt) with respect to t. 
R. G. Qeary'- gave an extension of this result for the 
case where Xx Xg are not necessarily independent, but 
he himself doubted if that fons can be of much practical 
use* 
We laay also use th© following theorem by J, H. CurtissI 
Theorem 2» If x ®nd y are Independent chance variables 
with respective ounmulative distribution functions F(x) and 
G(y), the cunaaulative distribution fimction of Z « x/y is 
given by 
JfCzm) d (J(w) M(%) « 0(0) •¥ f j - / P(^w-O) d G(m) 
-Qo 
for all values of S. 
^Gearyj 1. C« Extension of a Theorem by H, Cramer, 
etc.. Hojd. Stat. Soe, Journ. 107i%-57, 19ljJ4-* 
®Curtia8, J» H» On th© Distribution of the Quotient 
of fwo Chance Variables, Annals of Math, Stat,, 12il{.09-Ml-6» 
19i|.l» 
"• Si "• 
These theorems may have particular advantage in certain 
particular cases, but the fact that x and y have to b® 
independent makftf it sufficiently restrictive for application. 
The above methods of finding distributions of a 
quotient may be very cuMbersome in many cases. Another way 
which might help in those oases will consist of calculsting 
th© momenta of such a distribution. Karl Pearson^ made the 
first attempt in that direction. He gave general formulas 
for first four moments of a quotient x/y, but added that they 
were practically tanworkable If x and y were correlated, 
since these involved calculations of third and fourth order 
product momenta.^ H© gives formula© in case x and y were 
unoorrelated. He attributed these to Itt*. M. Greenwood but 
quotes that the latter was unable to make them work easily 
in practice. 
Dr. C. €. Graig*' has worked on the same lines and has 
also derived the important extension to the case when the 
numerator end the denoraenator are correlated, but all these 
procedures are very tedious, since after deriving the con­
stants, one has to work out approximate distributions. 
However, the following inversion formlae can directly give 
the distribution. 
^Pearson, .Karl.^^ On the Constants of Index Distrieutions, 
etc., Blometrlka, 7if>31-5l}.l, 1910. 
«Gralg, C. C. The Frequency Pxanctlon of X/X, Annals 
of Math., 30J 1^.71-486, 1929, 
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laversicn formula©. If ^ is the characteristic 
function coweaponding to the Joint distribution of x and y, 
then the cujnniuX^ti^e distribution function of z ^ x/j is 
gi'^ ren by 
a{z) 4- aiz-^o) . 
m 
r 
.1 c: (|) iliLjial dt (1|..2.6) 
% 
where th® integral is Cauchj's principle value. 
The adTOntag© of this formula is that in its derivation 
the independence of x and y ia not assumed. We find the 
joint distribution of x end y, that is, the numerator and 
th© denomenator of the quotient and then gat the character­
istic function corresponding to that Joint distribution and 
apply this result to get th® distribution of the quotient. 
However, to find the jfoint distribution of the nxamerator and 
the denominator may be very difficult in certain cases, 
fhe procedures suggested in this section are added 
mainly for the eoinpleteness of th® theory. It may be noticed, 
however, th©t when we have a quotient of two functions which 
are linear in a large nxwnber of variables, it will be 
extremely difficult to find its distribution. Further, even 
if these distributions aay be derived, tremendous computa­
tional work will be necessary before they can be used for 
''Surland, Jolrm, Inversion Porroulae, Annals of Math. 
Stat,, 191228-237, 19i|.8. 
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the practJ-cal purposes of raaklng statistical predictions 
as previously suggested, 
1^ ,3 Mormal distributions. 
In th© preceding sections, w« have suggested general 
procedures to handle th© problem of finding distributions of 
th© solutions of linear equations when the constants in­
volved, ®re distributed nccordlngto given probability 
distributions. However, in practice, if th© distribution® 
Involved ar© assuiaed other than rtormal, th© handling of th© 
problem becomes extremely difficult# fherefore, w® assume 
that the errors involved in our analysis ar© normally 
distributed with iseans a©ro and with corresponding 
variances, and then we deal with the expressions (1|,1.11) 
and (l4.,l.l6). We notice that In both the expressions, th© 
numerators l{3Cjj.) and l{y) and the denominators D{x) and 
D(y), ar© linear functions of th© normally distributed 
errors. Sine© such functions are themselves normally 
distributed with t^ie corrospondiiig parameters, N(x^) will 
be normally distributed with expected value Sj, and 
variance cT I(y) will b© normlly distributed with 
expected value dy and variance cr§(y)» Also, D(x) and 
D(y) will b® normally distributed with expected value p 
and variance erg®. In this Manner, th© problem reduces 
Itself to finding the distribution of a quotient of two 
• ^ 
normal variates. 
We will use the following theorem proved by 
R. C, 0®ai*y»^ 
Theorem. If M and D are normally distributed variables 
ia approxiiBat«ly noriraally distributed with ssean zero and 
variance one, provided E(D) > 3 C%« {Jf. 
fhls formula will b@ Invalid if the denominator Is 
zero but the proviso Cl|.«3«l ) ©nsures that this Is very 
unlikely to happen, 
fherefore, th© frequenoy function of Z is 
with, E{N) and ECD) as th© raean value^ (jjj® , CTu® as 
variances and covarlance, and S = l/D is th© 
quotient, then, th® expression 
E(D) Z * ECl) 
( cTn* z« - 2 z oijD + a-," )*/" 
(1^3.2) 
^Geary, R. C. Th® Frequency Matribution of th© 
Quotient of Two Normal fariables. Royal .Stnt.,, Soc, ,Journ,.,, 
93il|.i|-2-l+if6, 1930. 
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1 jz E(p) - Mm) » 
^  ^*<%' 2* 
In particular, applying this to th© quotients of 
Section l{..l, we get the distributions of elements of the 
vector X and th® linear function thereof. 
The frequency distribution of , the kth 
D(X) 
element of ti» solution vector X of th© aquations 
(B+b)x « (Q+e), 
is given by 
— /iM_" 
(lj..3. 
' f-k" - ^'ScV 
for k = 1,2,•* *,ro. 
Also, the distribution of Y * liii (I4.*l,l6) is 
J>(j) 
given by 
f(I) « * ^ B^K(y)] 
['a V- A "w® ® 1 ®/® N^(y)" ^   ^^  ^  o-g J 
and so on. 
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which gives frequency function of C'X, a linear function of 
th® solution '{Xi), i «= 1,2, 
It should be clearly noted that the derivation of the 
fthov® distribution ajar® subject to th© reatriction that th© 
denominator of th© quotient is unlikely to hav® negntlv© 
values, and if 
S(I» > 3 
it roay b® reasonably so assumed. Sine® the probability 
K 
that ft normsi.l varlat© derlates towards' the left from Its 
mean value by laor© than three timas its standard derivation 
is ,00135. Therefore, it is very unlikely that the variable 
in th© d®no»i5.nator will asauw© zero value and the above 
derivation is thus permissabl®, 
Confidenee lliaita . 
In praotlce, we may not be interested in the 
theoretical distributions as derived in Section We 
may be interested in making statistical inferences about 
our solutions# In this seetiou., we consider confidence 
llRsits of th© quotient Z « l/B. ¥® have seen that 
B(D} z»a(i) 
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is approximately normally distributed with mean aero and 
variance ulilty. If we want liialtB with lOOaper cent 
confidence, then consulting the standard normal tables, 
w® find a positive number x such that the probability of 
the absolute value of the standard normal deviate to be 
greater than-'Y (1-a). In other words 
E(J>) 2 « E(H) 
Ok® Z® - 2ZcT*ft+cr, D 
i Y a, (l+.l+.l) 
or 
0:1^  
f [^E(D)Z-1{S) j " < 2* - 22 0-^13 a, 
- Y®a-j| 2® - 2^CD)*E{I) - y®cr^j 2 
- Y®cr/| < oj (^*^.2) a. 
Thus the roots of the Quadratic equation in Z 
[1(D)® - Y® ajj"^ 2« - 2 IM(D)*E(N) - Y® 
•{e(H)® - Y®C5-^*j « 0 
(k»k*3) 
P in the discussion will stand for a probability 
statement. 
will give the two numfeera and w@ will be lOOaper cent sure 
that Z lies between those Talues.. 
Applying this general fomtil* to find confidence 
lliaits of and j of Section I4..I, w© see that the roots 
of the quadratic equation in Z 
[p" - r"<r|] z* - afp-Vr'o-Bk]^  - rVj] = o 
will give confidence limits for solution (for k«l,2, * * * ,m) 
and the roots of equation 
fp.  Z.  2 
(1+4.5) 
' ° 
will give confidence limits for the linear function of the 
solution. In both cases, the level of confidence is 100^ 
per cent. 
lj.,5 Confidence limits for the re suits of prograraming. 
The above results when applied to prograiBBiing aodels 
yield valuable economic interpretations. 
If, in the ease of a prograiWBlng problem, we know the 
expected values and the variances of the input coefficients, 
which specify the linear production relations betwen ell 
outputs and inputs, then we can get the approximate 
- :^ 9 • 
frequtnoy distributions of th© lewis of activities by the 
use of the results of Section If.S# In practice, if w® 
are ai&iclng a prograia schedul© to-realize those levels, we 
will be faced with the problem, of finding the expected 
values and variances of the techiiloal coefficients. We 
need very ©ztenslv® data and will•try to get the best possible 
values with th® knomi econometric methods* We plan the 
schedule according to th® expected values of those input 
coefficients. low, when the whole program is in process, 
there is no reason to believe that: the values of the input 
coefficients with which we planned will actually be in 
oper«tlon at that time. We assume that the Input coefficients 
are randoii variable® which are noraally distributed about 
the values used in planning, and with known variances, Ihe 
assumption of normality »ay not be justified in many oases. 
But we confine ourselves to th® cases in which this 
assumption Is fairly justifiable to demonstrate the working 
of this approach. If the actual operating input coeffi­
cients at the time of operation of the program were the same 
as our estiaates used, the results expected in our program 
analysis will certainly, be realised,- but in all practical 
oases, they are bound to be actually different. If we know 
the variance (at least its best eatiMte) we have an idea 
of the extent of the variabilityTherefore, when we make 
a production program, we may be Interested not only to know 
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the activity levels expected to prevail in our program 
but also certain limits between which those levels may b© 
reiaized, fh® application of Section will give such 
limits with any preasslgned confidence coefficients. For 
instance, the probability that the level of an activity 
realized will fall between limits determined by the method 
of Section is ,95 if a is talcen to be »9$. 
The tables of standard normal distribution will give 
Y « 1.96 since the probability la .05 that the absolute 
values of a standardized normal varlate may be greater than 
1.96, The values of p, cr^®, 
obtained from Section l|.,l. Using these values in equation 
(il-.i),.!}.), we get the confidence limits for kth activity, by 
solving that equation for Z. Also, we can get confidence 
limits for the realization of final bill of goods or the 
employment function in the Leontlef models or profit 
function in linear programaing analysis by using the 
equation since these are linear functlonSof the 
activity levels. 
In Section l+.l we considered the coefficients of the 
linear function also as random variables. In Section i}.,3 
we derived approximate frequency distribution of a linear 
function considering the coefficients of the linear 
ftinctlon to be nonnally distributed. This may be very 
useful in certain economic analyses. For example, If the 
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linear* function represents th.® profit function and the 
coefficients ar® prices or the net values of unit activity 
levels. Then from equation we get the approximate 
frequency distribution of the profit function when there is 
a fair reason to 'believe that those net values may have 
normal distributions. In 'Oaae we propose -to consider prices 
fixed, we Just replace'the corresponding variances by zeroes 
and get the frequency distribution of the profit function. 
Similarly to get the confidence limits for the profit 
function {or any other linear function of the activity 
levels) we corapute {5, ay, 0^®, cTkIj)* '^BN(y) 
Section i|..l. 
Substituting these values in the equation 
and taking y » 1,.96 for'95 cent confidence, we get a 
quadratic equation in Z whose roots give the confidence 
limits for the profit function. 
®iua we notice that, even in the areas of production 
econoiaics, in which it la difficult to predict with 
certainty the technological input-output relationships, 
we can employ prograuiaing techniques for planning purposes. 
We plan with the expected values of the input coefficients 
and the variability of the results using the analysis of 
this chapter. 
i{.#6 Cumulative distributions. 
If the frequency distribution of a continuous variable 
is known, its ctiinulatlve distribution is obtained by-
integration from the lower lirait of the range of variation 
to another variable. For instance, in Section lj.,3 we 
obtained distributions of and y, that is an activity 
level and a linear function thereof. The variable Z = N/D 
where N and D are normal variatea, can represent both 
functions. If f{2) represents the frequency function of z, 
then F(v), the corresponding cumulaitive distributions 
function, is obtained as follows; 
In practice, however, it my be too tedious to eval­
uate the integral. Therefore, we suggest the following 
procedure, based on a paper by S. C, Pieller,'- He has 
shown that the chance of obtaining a value of the variable 
(i+.6.1) 
Z = N/D not less than v, that is [l - P(v^ can be computed 
as below 
'•Pieller, E. G. The Distribution of the Index in a 
Normal Bivariate Population, Bioxaoti*ika, 2l4.slt.28-l4i|.0, 1932, 
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1 - Fir) 
9 
* f. ( 
-h -k 
2% e -(3E«j-2p^ja) dx dy 
(l{,t o • 2 / 4(1-f^) 
^^ H(p) + r r "(p' 
.h k -h -k 
dx dy , C1|.6,3) 
Wher© N(p) Is bi-rarlat® nomal distribution with means 
zeroes, variances each equal to unity and correlation p. 




E(M) » V E{D) 
2 O-ND^  + ^  "^ 1 b'] ^  /' 
and 
Dp/ -
U  f i  1  x / »  
^<^KD ' ' <^D I 
(14., 6,1).) 
(i|.,6,5) 
fh® values of integral0 in Clj.,6»3) can b® obtained 
from Karl Pearson*s®" tables, fhe tables are available only 
Pearson, Karl# fables for Statisticians and 
Bioiaetrloians, part II, fables VII and IX, Cambridge Univ 
fresa, 192I4.. 
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for poaitiv© values of h and k. However, the following 
relttiona regarding the blvariat© normal distribution ^ -rlth 
means zeroes and variance® unitj and correlation coeffi­
cient p, can be used in case ©lth«r or both of h and k are 
negative, 
<*«» oo *>0 Oo 
I j S{p) dx dj « ^ l(0,l}dy " y J' (it.6,6) 
-h k • k h k 
00 q, r 
j lCp)dx dj * j^i(CJ,l)dx '  j j <iy (i^..6.7) 
h -k IfL h k 
/ S(|3)dx dy « 1 • J lCO,l)dx « j^S{0,l)dy 
-h -k h k 
a. 6.8) 
* I(p)dx dy 
h k 
where N(p) refers to the blvariat# normal distribution and 
H(0,1) refers to normal distribution with mean zero and 
variance one. 
By 
{i|.,6»^) we can g©t th® probability that Z may not be less 
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than any pre-as signed. n\imber v. 
fo get the ppobahilitj that Z mey not b® greater than 
V w© compute [i»FCv)J by th® abof« procedure and subtract 
it from unity. 
Identifying Z with the kth activity level, w© can 
find the probability that in the final result of our program, 
the level of the kth activity realised will not be less than 
or greater than t pre-assigned number. Similarly, identify­
ing Z with y,. a linear function of the activities, we oan 
make a similar stateraenfc^. fhe importance of these results 
can hardly be over-eaphasized, f^r example| if our optimum 
plan ia expected to bring u® a profit of five thousand, we 
can Apply the above analysis to get the approximate larob--
ability that the profit will not be less than four thousand 
and if the probsbility is fairly low, we have Increased 
confidence in our program. Possible losses cannot be too 
great, therefore, given v, we find the values of p, h and 
k and then consult "febles for Statisticians and Bio-
metric iana,^ and use the results of this section# 
l^.tj Program efficiency control . 
In a practical prograHming schedule, we use the input 
coefficients based on future expectations* In actual 
operation, these input coefficients smy be different, with 
th© result that the values of levels of activities will 
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differ fpom what ocosirs in our schedule. For instance, if 
the kth input ooefficients for t.h» jth activity is more 
thaa the on® used in plaming, our program will realize less 
output ofjth activity, slno© the ftmount of kth input was 
liiaited. But a large deviation may lead ua to think that 
something is seriously wrong with the values of coefficients 
used iii planning. Suppose an ©oonoMlc unit is to apply 
that program every month (or &ny unit of time) and has 
limited monthly supply of the inputs* Further, it makes 
not only the program schedule, but also ooraputea the limits 
of variation of the outcoBie variables or their linear 
functions with a certain confidence probability say 75 per 
cent. Of course, this probability will depend on the vf.lue 
a firia attaches on its efficiency as well as on the cost of 
re-check and re-planning,. If the final quaatlties of the 
outcome variables violate these liiaits, the econoraic unit 
may decide to re-evaluate the technical coefficients and 
plan according to the new values for the next production 
pei'iod, Thia will be ft sechanlcal way of checking the 
efficiency of our planning. 
However, it may be noticed that w® ean*t get the 
probability level of rejecting the planning as a whole 
unless we investigate the joint distribution of the 
activity levels, such as the X's, fhat seems too involved. 
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slnoe the x*s ar© not independently distributed,. This, in 
fact, suggests that setting up an efficiency control chart 
OR the basis of activity leirels may not be a very sensitive 
and efficient procedure., fkerefore, we su^'geat an alter­
native way to gauge the efficiency of the planning. We 
plan prodiictlon with certain yalues of the input' coeffi­
cients vhich w© regard aa expected values. 
Now ¥h©n the production is carried on according to that 
program we have observed values of thosa i;nput coefficients. 
Let U3 denote thass by OCB^j) wh«.r® the ar© expected 
values, that is, the onsa used in planning. Ihenthe 
quantity 
» m [Bi3 - 0(Bi^)] ' 
T i <^ 1;' 
is distributed as with ®® d®gr««s of freedom, since the 
Input coefficients ar® assumed normally distributed and also 
our rule of procedure for approxiseation implies their 
ind.ependence. 
CoBiparlng this value with the tabulated one, we can 
perform tests of significance* With a pre-deterwilned pro* 
bablllty a w® find the value X® with ii® degrees of freedom 
frow th® table, say c, such that r<' > c J «= a and if 
> this number o, w® doubt the validity of th© planning 
of the prog.ram., ¥e reject the input coefficients with 
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wiiloh W9 planned and try to get ti«tfeer estimates. 
However, the effioienoj' of this criteriGin will depend 
on th® ©xtent, to which the aasunqptiona of nor-inality and 
independence of the input coefficients c&a b® J-astifisd in 
a partl6;ular situation, 
l|.#3 A Crltlo&l acta. 
Before closing th© chapter we must acknowledge some 
limitations of our approach. Firstly, the assumption of 
normality is too restrictlTe, fh« analysla will give 
useful results only in situations, in which tha assumption 
is valid to a sufficient ©xtent. Even if it is assumed as 
an approximation, the results should be carefully checked. 
We may be able to llluatrat® this point in our erapirlcal 
example. 
Secondly, the rtxle of procedure for approximate 
reductions could be modified so as to avoid the Implication 
of independence of the errors. Mm could have retained 
second order products ignoring the higher order ones, 
Theoretically speaking, it %rotild have given us better 
results. However, the product of two norroal varlates is not 
norwal. First of all, we would have to find the distri­
butions of tt^o linear functions of normal and non-normal 
varlates. Next, we would have to find the distribution of 
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quotient of such two linear functions. Finally, that 
distribution, even when derlYed, vould not be useful for 
pizrposes unless it is tabulated. 
Th.©.i"efor©, w© feel justified to suggest approximate 
procedures to deel with that situation. Me have derived 
useful formulae which can be applied aasily, at th© cost 
of some preoisioa. 
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SUKMRY 
fh® problem of finding statistical distributions of 
th® activity levels, when the input coefficients vary 
according to known distrlbutionsKcan b© reduced to the 
following matheiaatical model 
{B + b)x « (Q -f e) 
where (B + b) is a natrix whose elements are considered 
as random variables, with the corresponding elements of 
matrix B as expected values. (CI 4- e) Is an m column vector 
of la variables with the corresponding elements of the 
column vector Q as expected values* 
lleraents of the matrix b and the vector e are errors 
whose distributions are assumed to be known. The problem 
is to find the distributions of the elements of m-column 
vector X. 
Also it was proposed to find the distribution of a 
linear function of the elements of X, that is 
M t 
r (Or + Or )Xp or (C + c)X 
r»l 
in matrix notation. Elements of the eolUHm vector (C 4- c) 
are also random variables with the corresponding elements 
of C'as expected values. Elements of c again represent 
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corresponding errors. 
This mod@l is quit© general, l#i«n Idontifled with a 
non-d®gen©rate solution of a linear prograimning problem, 
it will hav® th© following intdrpr«tation. 
B is the matrix of input eoefficients used in planning 
the program, Q is th© eoluran vector of fixed resources, 
Ixpected values of the elenents of X represent the levels 
of activities (active or disposal) which wore planned for 
production with a view to aaxiiaia# th© profit function 
(C 4 c)*X, fhe ©leinents of (C + c) represent the value 
of a unit level of activity# fhese may be prices of the 
products or net profit per unit of activity. If these 
values are asaxjn^'d to be constants, c « 0. 
Similarly, the model can be identified with Leontiefs* 
inter-industry models. 
In dealing with the general model we have seen in 
Chapter I? that useful conclusions, which are easy to 
apply in practice, can only be drawn if we assmne the dis-
tributiona of the random errors Involved to be normal, 
Section i|.,2 gives general procedures which may be helpful 
in dealing with non«normal distributions, but it la realized 
that 1: will be very difficult, if not Impossible, to draw 
results easily applicable in practical problems. 
Assuming noraality, however, one can find at once, the 
approximate confidence limits for the activity levels and 
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fehe linear function by solving for Z, the equations 
and The constants involved in these equations are 
evaluated by formulae in Section 1^,1 and are, in fact, 
functions of the expected values and the knoim variances 
of the distributions of the p.arara^ters of our model. The 
procedure, of Section 1|.»6 enables us to make probability 
statements with the help of curamiilative distributions, For 
example, if one is interested in finding the probability 
that a particular activity level will realize raore than or 
less than a given amount, one can get an approximate answer 
by using the easy computational procedure given in Section 
l4.,6. The confidence limits, of course, can also be obtained 
by this procedure* Moreover, since the analysis of Sections 
it-.lt- and i|.»6 are based on different computational procedures, 
the results obtained by one can be checked against those 
arrived at by the other# 
Apart from the assumption of normality, another dis­
turbing factor in this analysis Is the implication that the 
probable errors «r© uncorrelated. Our rule of procedure 
for approximation equates second order product terms to 
zero* This Is equivalent to assuming that the probable 
errors are uncorrelated with each other. Hence, if In, any 
practical problem the covariancea of errors are not 
sufficiently small relative to the variances, the approx­
imate results given by using th© Sections I4..3» ll-.ll* and l4.,6 
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m&j be poor. 
In Chapter III, a review of another approach is given 
•briefly. If th® possible discrepancies between the con­
stants used for planning and their actual values are con­
sidered to b© known, th® possible,,discrepancies between 
the planned levela of activities and the levels realized 
can be approximated by that procedure. It aaj be noticed 
that the variation in the constants in this caa© is not 
considered as random. 
mm II 
APPLICATIOI TO PAIM PRODUCTIOI PLlllISG 
Applieation of the th©oi*j of linear pro-
grmming In planning pi«o<iiactloji progi»a» 
for a family fam of mod©! slae In Iowa 
and application of th® probability ap­
proach to the results of th© pro grain. 
- IS-
?I. APPLICATION OP LINEAR PROGMMMIliS 
6»1 Constant returns to scale. 
fJi© eppllcation of prograBmlng models to agricultural 
production has not been considered prectlcable mainly for 
two reasons* First of all, is the classical notion 
of the dijninishing returns to scale in agricultural pro­
duction. To applj th® techniques of linear prograinmlng 
we need strict linearity of th® input coefficients, fhst 
is, the output Increases proportionately as all the Inputs 
are increased in the same proportion. In other words, 
strictly constant returns to scale are to be assumed. In 
problema like optimum mixture of certain Ingredients con­
stant returns to scale are justifiable. There has been a 
p,.;^|valent belief that in agricultural production, constant 
returns to scale cannot b© assumed, M® think that this 
belief in diminishing returns refers to proportionality 
relationship rather than seal© relationship. As Dr. E. 0. 
Heady®' says. 
Decreasing physical returns to scale in agriculture 
are likely to be explained mainly in managerial 
limitations. However, the i^lationahip falls in the 
realm of proportionality when a single stock of 
management is limited, etc. 
'•Heady, E, 0, Iconomics of AgriculturallProduction 
and Besource Use, lew fork, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1952. 
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If the variable j represents the jield of an agricul­
tural oomodlty and Xj.,'X8, *•% ar© all different 
inputs, then a scale relationship will be of the form 
J « f(Xj., Xa* **% Xn). 
All the inputs are v&riabl®, ¥# will have constant returns 
to seal© if 
fCkXj., kx«, kxa) « kfCx^, x,, •••, Xn), 
where k is an arbitrary niaiber. However, if we keep 
management constant or land constant, then the production 
function will be of the form 
y « f(x3L, Xa, ••*,Xn-i|xB) 
where x^ represents that fixed factor* Ihis is a pro­
portionality relationship and doubling the amounts of 
Xi, Xa, •••,Xn-i, we may not have doubled the yield. How­
ever, it cannot be concluded that w® have diminishing 
return to acale. Similarly, if More than one factor, say 
Xn-a and are held constant, and the production function 
y « f(xi, Xs, •••, Xn-al^tn-x x^) 
is ddi-ived which indicates diinlnlBhlng returns for the 
proportionate increaa® in the variable inputs Xj., XB,***,Xn-» 
it would not be legitimate to say that diminishing returns 
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to seal® i#-indicated. These are not seal® relationships, 
W® obsery® that most of ths stateM®nts regarding the 
diwlnishing returns to seal® in agriculture are based on 
the idea of limited land and managerial difficulties to 
control large farms. Although deereasing returns hold true 
for the individual resources for til farw types, there seems 
reason-, to believ® that if all factors are Increased pro­
portionately, the total production would increase propor­
tionately, However, the exact nature of returns to seal© 
in agriculture is still a matter to be thoroughly invest­
igated, As. Dr* 1, 0, Heady^ points out, "Until more con-
elusive data 1# derived, the exact nature of returnsto 
scale for any segment of agriculture will remain unknown," 
fhe following examples may be quoted in regard to 
investigations for returns to scale. A production function® 
derived for southern Iowa faras in 19^0 gave the following 
results, where y refers to the value of farm production, 
H refers to real estate (land and buildings) L refers to 
labor, M refers to machine services, P refers to live 
stock and feed services, and Z refers to miscellaneous 
resources services. 
^Ibid, p, 359. 
»Ibid, pp. 359-360, 
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X » ,31 Z*^^, 
wher® the exponents of R, M. L, F, and 2 pepresent the 
cowespondlng coeffleients of ®lasticit;^» Since the sum 
of th®, ooefficlents of elasticities is 1«11, increasing 
returns to scale should be indicated. However, a test of 
significance indicated that, at a 5 pei* cent probability 
level, the results were not significantly different from 
constant returns. Another exarapl® is a production 
function* ©stiraated by raeans of simultaneous equations for 
cash-crop farms in Central Iowa for 19i|.Q. It resulted in 
the following regression equation with input aggregated 
into labor (L) all capital services (c) and land (R). 
y = IM 
As before, while the sum of the coefficients of elasticities 
is 1,1, thua indicating increasing returns to scale, it was 
not statistically significantly different from constant 
returns. Thus, if we assume constant returns to scale, 
particularly in a short run situation, as we need for the 
application of linear progrMaiing, we will not be violating 
some established fact to the contrary. 
^Ibld. pp, 359-360. 
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W© will deal with a family fatrm which has fixed land 
capital and labor resources at Its disposal. It Is 
interested to draw up a production plan for the coroing 
season with a view to fflaxiialz© its profit* The contin­
uation of the present state of technology is also assumed. 
In this short run situation, constant returns to scale 
iraplieit in the assumption of strict linearity of input 
coefficients can be fairly well justified* It amounts to 
saying that if to produce 100 bushels of corn, a^, Sa, and 
are the amounts of land labor ftnd capital required, then 
to produce 200 bushels, we need Srj,, Sa®, and Sag of those 
factors respectively. Apart from the uncertainty Inherent 
in agricultural production, this can b© reasonably assumed,-
Uncertainty, 
Another reason why prograBaniiag techniques are con­
sidered to be aore suitable in industrial production than 
in agriculture problems, is the relatively more certain 
technological relationships between Inputs and outputs 
existing in that field* 
In problems of optimum mixture of certain ingredients, 
say different kinds of nuts, the input coefficients are 
certain. In agriculture production, it is almost impossible 
to determine exact input or technological coefficients per­
taining to next yesr*® production. It is very Iraportant to 
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consider the element of risk and uncertainty in agriculture. 
As w® hav® suggested in previous chapters, in spite of 
risk and uncertainty in agriculture, there la no reason to 
give up all attempts of efficient planning. Under the 
ciroiaraatanoes, we endeavor to extend our theory and do the 
beat we can. Obviously, w© will have to make aome 
sacrifices. If the exact technological relationship cannot 
be predicted, the exact prediction of outputs is not 
possible• 
In the literature, a distinction ia made, aometimea, 
between risk and uncertainty, fhe variability of outcomea 
which can be measured in probability, empirically or 
'^apriori" is referred to as risk. It is a variability which 
is insurable in an actuarial sense since the parameters of 
the probability distribution or distributions can be 
eatliaated. For instance, normal wear and tear and depre­
ciation on farm machinery can be pi'edicted with sufficient 
accuracy, whereas losses due to fire and such ; hazards cannot 
be predicted. As Dr. s. 0. Heady'- says. 
The year to year"variatiability"in crop 
yields associated with fluctuations Inthe weather 
Biay be classed as risks on farms (a) where climate 
is highly stable (b) where SKall random variations 
occur from year to year and (c) where the coanplet© 
ilbid. p. I4I4.I. 
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pang© of yield outeoiRes Is rtpeated frequently 
enough that the fariwr operator can establish 
raean or model outcome and th® range {varlano® 
of outcomes). 
On the other hand, th© probability of an outcome my 
not be estimable in an empirical sense, A serious 
drought r®sultin.g in utter failure of th© crops may occur 
ono© in fifty years or onee In two hun,dred years. Such 
happenings are classed ®s pur® uncertainty. 
Bearing in mind, this distinction between risk and 
uncertainty, we will assuia® that no uncertiain hazard is 
( 
going to happen in th® year for which the farra is going 
to plan. In spite of this slrapliflcation, there is year 
to year yield variation, due to small weather fluctuations 
and so on. It only allows us to Measure that variability 
in a probability sense, thus making it possible for us to 
apply the analysis of Chapter IV, The general scheme is 
to get the best possible values of the input coefficients 
and make a production-program which will raaxlmiae the 
profit if these values actually prevail next year. Then, 
having some idea about the variation of the input co­
efficients, we may predict the limits of the vfflrla;tion of 
the outcomes, This procedure Is definitely better than 
no planning at all. 
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6.3 Qptlin-gm production program, 
fhe first problem to be faced now, is the ©valuation 
of the input coefficients. In the case of a farm, it 
inyolTOS prediction, end ©xp«ctationa, mainly concerning 
next y®ar*s yields,-
There &r© many naif© procediires to predict these 
yields! 
1) "random prediction." For example the yields and 
corresponding Information regarding the Inputs for the past 
ten or twenty years may be written on different pieces of 
paper and may be drawn at random, fhe technical coefficients 
{that is each input dlTided by the corresponding output) may 
be used to draw the production program for the next year. 
2) "projection of current yields." That is to say we 
draw the production program on the informetion regarding 
the most recent past year and calculating the input co­
efficients therefrom. On the other hand^ if yields for the 
current year are very high, the corresponding yields for 
next year nay be expected to be low, 
3) "Model yields," The laost frequent yield figure in 
the data of the past twenty years or so, and the corres­
ponding information regarding inputs, may be used to com­
pute input coefficients for pla^nning next year*s production. 
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if) ''extension of the trend. If the time series of 
yields shows certain trend , the trend extrapolated may 
be to predict next yearns yield, 
5) **aTerage yields*" yields or any other statistics 
(in our ease, input coefficients) to be predicted may be 
estimated by their mean wluea corresponding to a number of 
past years. For detailed discussion of these procedures, 
one may refer to Dr. E. 0» Heady** book. ^ 
In fact, the relative effleitncy of these procedures 
will depend on different problems at hand. One may employ 
more sophisticated econometric techniques to predict those 
parameters, provided sufficient funds are available to 
invest in complex research, but unless very detailed and 
thorough care is taken to include the significant variables, 
such methods may not be much more efficient than naive 
procedures. In our example, we cofflpute^all relevant input 
coefficients for the last twenty-five years, from 1928 to 
1952, and took their averages to draw the optimum pro-
iC 
duction plan for next year, fhls was considered appropriate 
since we propose to use the estimated variances from these 
series as variances of the distributions of these Input 
coefficients. 
ilbid. pp.i1.78-l4.96 
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Table 1 
Yield data 
Hancock County - Ellsworth Township 
CRD lo. 2 
yields in bushel a pT acre 



























































































































County average yield 
Source I Iowa Crop Reporting Service 
- -
fable 2 
Capital expense per acre (in dollars) 
Year Corn Oata Soybeans Flax liftieat 
1928 12.31 9 37 10,60 5.58 9.82 
1929 12 • 11 li 9 26 10,27 9.02 9.61 
1930 12.ljif 9 65 10.05 9.8i|. 9.30 
1931 11.02 7 98 8.61 7.63 8.38 
1932 10.i|.2 7 19 7.97 7.11 7.14-6 
1933 11.17 7 38 8.27 7.19 7.% 
193t 10.83 7 63 8.9I1. 8.O4 7.86 
1935 II.I4.I 8 39 8.99 7.11 8.30 
1936 10.66 8 38 9.03 8.2I4. 8.63 
1937 I2.3I+ 8 93 9.20 7.81 8.89 
1938 12,57 8 31 9.15 8.09 8.29 
1939 12.27 8 59 9.30 8.31 8,63 
19kO 12.12 8 56 9.72 7.88 8.71 
19Ul 12.^2 8 60 9.ifO 8.18 8.^ 
19^2 13.^ 9 58 11.50 8.76 io.ii.1 
19if3 13.90 10 ks 11.89 9.88 10.31+ 
191^ 13.57 10 k8 12.23 lO.Oli- lo.lfl 
19^5 Ik. 06 10 93 12.59 10^73 11.10 
19k6 15.56 11 83 13.71 11.33 12.1^ .0 
I9k7 16.20 13 72 16.70 17.66 ll{..36 
19l|.8 19.90 15 21 I8.lt.2 16.73 16.69 
19i^9 21.57 ll|. 65 20.07 16.17 15.83 
1950 22.13 15 50 21.63 17.02 16.68 
1951 23.52 16 59 22,02 18.11 17.77 
1952 23.79 15.09 22.29 16.61 16.27 
Source I Heady, E. 0, and Eehrberg, Earl W. 
Economic Instability and Choices Involving Income 




Land Input ooeffielents {acpeag© p@r bush®!) 
¥®ap 
•J 















































































































































1952 k OII+88 .021415 • Oi+219 •09091 .21276 
Mean .02271+ .02770 •05062 ,092lt}i •09081 
• 8? 
fable 
Capital input eoeffielents (Dollars per bushel) 



















































































































































1952 . 351^ .02 .36537 .9i+05l 1.51000 3.k6l70 
Mean .31772 .27870 ,70812 .96950 1.00356 
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Table 5 
Labor (yearly) input ooefflcients 
























































































































































9^52 ,15621+ .16905 . 31^ 596 , 6636I+ 1,59570 
Mean .23879 .19390 .ii.8069 .67^ 18 .68108 
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The crops considered ares corn, oats, soybeans, flax, 
and wheat# Land, labor and capital are the three main 
catagorles of inputs. 
The yield data for the period 1928-52 wa-a taken from 
the reports of Iowa crop reporting service relevant to 
Ellsworth foTTOship, Hancock County, Two very extreme 
entries for wheat yields for the years 193i}. and 19I4.I were 
c s<-
replaced by corresponding entries for the county. This 
C'\ •? 
data is shorn in Table 1, 
The capital expense per acre on the five crops for 
the sa.iae time .period is shown in Table 2« 
To compute the land input coefficient for a particular 
year and a particular crop, the corresponding information 
regarding yield per acre i® divided into one. For exan^ jle, 
if a bushels per acre is the yield for corn in a parti* 
cular year, than 1/a Is the land input coefficient for corn 
in that year. To get the capital input coefficient the 
figure for capital e^ cpense per acre is divided by the 
corresponding yield per acre. Similarly to get the yearly 
labor input coefficient for a particular crop in a parti­
cular year, the yearly labor requirement for that particular 
crop is divided by yield for acre for the corresponding year. 
The yearly labor requirements per acre were assumed to be 
as follows: 
«. 90 » 
fabl© 6 
Monthly Percentag® Distributions of 
yearly Labor Requirement 
Month Corn Oats 
\ 
Bofbmm PI ax Wheat 
Jan# 
March 11,1 12,1 
April 11,8 13.9 9.8 12.9 
May 22 2i|.,3 
June 13.1 ll+.S ' 
Jwly lOtI 35,5 11 30,5 59,5.^  
Aug, 39,5 Ml, 5 12,7 
S©pt« 2 2,9 27,8 
Oct, ll+.S 37.5 f 
Not, 20,14, 
Dec, 5,2 
100 100 100 100 100 
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Corn 10,5 hours per acre 
Oats 7*0 hour® per acre 
Soybeans 8.2 hours per acre 
PIax 7fc3 hours per acr® 
Wheat 7-5 hours per acre 
The land, capital, a:n,d j®arly labor input coefficients 
thus confuted ar® shown in fables 3» k- ®5ad 5# 
Further, it was assumed that th® j#®rly labor inputs 
hav© percentage distributions or&v the twelve months as 
showi in fabl® 6. 
Th® following additional factors (labor per buahel) 
will b« added to th© corresponding monthly labor input 
coefficient for tti« raspecti^ e Konths to take oar® of the 
additional burden du« to a heavy harvest. 
fabl® 7 
Additional labor input coefficients 
Month Corn Oats 
/ 
3oyb@ans Flax Wheat 
July 0 .00639 .00198 .00593 .0180C 
Aug. 0 .00711 0 .00865 0 
Oct. .00266 0 .00673 0 0 
lov. .00367 0 0 0 0 
M 92 •• 
It should b® noticed, however, that this is not th® 
only labor used in harvest# fhe corresponding percentage 
of the yearly labor during the harvest inontha is also meant 
for harvest. For ©xampl®, in th© case of corn, 20.1). per 
cent of 10.5 hours per acre will b© used in November 
mainly for harvest. 
This inforrnfttion regarding oapltal and labor Inputs 
was supplied by Dr. B. 0. Heady and is based mainly on 
"Iconomic instability and choicea involving income and 
risk in crop production#"*-
The distributions of fmble 6 are also supplied by 
Dr, E.'O, Heady and are baaed on Iowa Agricultural Pro­
duction Capacity Beport, aimeograph, 191^ 7> Ames, 
A fam which has the following amounts of these input 
factors, is conaidared for purposes of drawing the pro­
duction plan. 
H^eady, g, 0* and Kehrberg, larl ¥, EoonoBiic 
Instability and Choices Involving Income and Risk in Crop 




Land Acres li4.8 
Capital 41800 
Labor -- distributed over year as belovr. 
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This, again, was suggested by Dr. E, 0* Heady as a 
mod®! family farm in Iowa* 
It appeared in th® first instant that on© would have 
to consider these l!|. fixed inputs separately, but by a 
clos® examination of the percentage distributions given, in 
Jabl© 1|., it is noticed that Ji\ly and August are the months 
which reiquire maziMUM labor. As a first trial, it was 
decided to draw the optiiaum program with the help of the 
simplex method with only four limltational factorss land, 
capital, and labor in the month of July and in the month 
of August# It was hoped that th® plan of production, which 
will not need an amount of labor wore than the available 
on© in these months which require heaviest labor, will not 
require more labor than what is available in th© other 
months. Me assoiae, of course, that the monthly proportions 
are constant for the scale of production, fhe maximum 
labor requirement for corn falls in th© month of May and 
that for soybeans in th© month of October, Sine© the other 
three crops require no labor In these two months, it was 
hoped that if th® plan contains some of these three crops, 
the labor requirements for these months will not exceed the 
available labor. As we will see later, that this hope was 
not realised, 
fhe matrix of average input coefficients is as belowt 
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fable 9 
Matrix of Input coefficients 
Corn Oats Soybeans Flax Wheat 
Land .0227l|. ,02770 .05862 .092l|.9 .09081 
Capital ,31772 •27870 .70812 .96956 1.00356 
Labor 
(July) •02555 .07523 .0^ 85 .21186 .I+232I4 
Labor 
(August) • ,08370 .30910 .06650 
fhe prices used for the profit function are assumed 
to be constant# That is, the afsrag© Iowa prices for the 
five crops during 1952 are assurod to prevail for the year 
for which th« production is being planned. This was 
a3sun5.ed for slffipllclty, Howsfer, the theoretical treat­
ment of Chapter I¥ can take Into account the price 
variability, if prices could b© Justifiably assumed to b© 
normally distributed* The following fixed prices w@r« 
used,^  
l^owa Cooperative Crop and I^ iv®stock Reporting Service, 







Wheat 2* ll||. 
in dollars per bu.) 
It should b« noticed that by using this projection of 
1952 average prices for th@ year under consid©r&tion, we do 
not mean to imply that this is the best waj to do it. The 
prices for the relevant year my be predicted aepar'ately 
by the naive procedures referred to earlier or by other 
©conometric technlQues. 
Thus the probleia for solution was to find th© amounts 
^1» ^2» ^3» corn, oats, soybeans, flax, 
and wheat respectively which lasximlaea the linear function, 
(1.56)x^  -• (,81|.)x2 4. (2.79)3£3 + (3.8l)3Cj^  + (a.ll^ .)^  ^
subject to th© in@qualitl®® 
{.0227l|)x3^  + (. 02770 )X3 + (.0$862)x^  
+ (.092l^ .9)x|^  + C,09C>81)x5 < ll|.8 
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+ C.27870)X2 * (.70012)x3 
+ {.96956C1»00356)X5 < 1800 
(.0255S)xi + u07523(.05i|.85)x3 . 
+ {.21186)3t|^  1- (4232I|.)X5 < 23i^  
0 4- (,08370)x2 4- 0 XJ 
+ U30910)x|^  + (.08650< 23l|.» 
These were changed to ©qualities by the introduction 
of four diapos«l aotivities x^ , and corresponding 
to the four functiona.* Using tha simplex aiethod as 
explained hj Charnes, Cooper, and Henderson,^  the following 
optiffluB} aolution was obtained* 
Xi = ^ 666#7 
« 19.13812 
xq « 99.181). 
Xg « 23i|-
Gharnes, A,, Cooper, ¥, W, and Henderaon, A, An 
Introduction to Linear Prograimning, New York, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., 1952. 
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But when this solution is checked for the labor requirements 
In other aiontha, it Is found that labor requirements for the 
months of May is 298 hours whereas the labor at the disposal 
of the firm, is l82 hours onlj. ®ius the prograsa is not 
workable. Therefore, it w®s essential to consider the labor 
equation for the Month of M®.y» W© Introduce another 
restriction 
0 5 2 5 3 - f  0 ^ 2  *  ( .  1 1 6 8 1  ) x 3  +  +  O x g  <  
still anticipating that the optimuBi plan thus obtained will 
not require labor more than the amount available in the 
month 'of Octoboi'y In fact, if w® had considered Msy, July, 
August and -October labor requireisents, there was no need of 
this anticipation, yet to sa^ labor and for the siijiplifice-
tlon of the model minimum restrictions were brought in. 
*rh© new solution^, thus obtained, i<fasj 
i 
x-^  « 3l|.6!^ .i|.97l8 
» 686.73761 
6^ * 5.70277 
xj « 33«i|J+223 
« 21,731% 
fhus we should plan to produce bushels of corn and 
687 bushels of flax which will require the inputs of Table 10a. 
T^he full process is exhibited in the Appendix. 
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fable 10s. 
Schedule of inputs 
Corn Plax Disposal Total 
Land in 
Acres 78.78 63.52 5.70 ikQ 
Capital 
in ^  
1100.73 665.83 33.kk 1800 
Labor 
in 
May 182 182 
July 88,51 li|,5»ii.9 23if 
Aug. 212.27 21.73 231^ . 
How we check for the requirements of labor for the 
reat of ^ the year for this prograus# The following are the 
average labor input ooefficients for com and flax for the 
rest of the months of th© year, fhes© are computed from 
early input coefficients given in Table 5» In proportion 
to the percentage distributions given in Table 6 with 
additional amount of ,00266 per bushel for the month of 
Octobeir and ,0036? per bushel for the month of November, 




Labor Input coefficients 
(not previously considered) 










¥e can get the labor requirements (fable lOo) for our 
program during the corresponding months with the help of 
the above input coefficients. 
It is apparent from fable lOo that January and 




Schedule of Inputs 
Month Com Flax Disposal Total 
Jan. 182 182 
Feb. 182 182 
March 97.63 56.10 125.90 182 
April 97.63 59.81 2if.56 182 
June 108.37 125.63 
Sept# 16,53 I65.i|.7 182 
Oct. 131.65 50.35 182 
Nov. I8l.ii.7 .53 182 
Dec, i{.3.03 138.97 182 
It may be noticed that we hare aade the production 
plan which is expected to maximize the gross monetary 
returns. However, since the cost on Inputs is assumed to 
be fixed, thei^ fore, the program Is expected to maximize 
the net profit also. 
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?II. SfATISTICAL P.niDICTIONS ABOOT Ti® RISDLTS 
OF THE PHOGmM 
7.1 A pyellatnary not®. 
Me have outlined the production program In the pre­
ceding chapter, ¥© should notice that quantities of 
x]^ , 3c^ , and which are shown in the schedul© of the 
prograra, ar® a solution of th® following ^  linear 
equations* 
+ («092i|,9)x|^  + CDx^  + iO)xj * {0)x^  ^  ikQ 
(.3n7Z)x^  + (.96956)x|^  + iO}x^  + (Dxj + (Q)x^  « 1800 
(#02555* {.21186)x|^  + (O)x^  iO)zj + (O)x^  = 231}. 
(7*1.1) 
{0)x]i -f {•30910)x|^  + CO)x^  + (Ox-j^  + (l)x(^  = 23ij. 
(*0$Z$3)xi +  ^(0)X4 4- {0)xf * (0)x9 = 182 . 
fhe problem ist th® input coefficients are liable to 
vary during the operation of the progrftia, what will be the 
variability of th® outcoraest low we will use the results 
of Chapter 1¥ to answer that question. We assume that the 
operating Input coefficients are normally distributed about 
th© corresponding valuea used in planning the program, as 
mean valuea* From Tables III and lY we can get unbiased 
estimates of the variances of the input coefficients 
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pertaining to land and capital. To get th« varlanc© of the 
labor iqput Qoeffiolenta for &nj crop pertaining to any 
particular month, w© multiply the corresponding variance 
from,,the yearly Input coefficients by the..square of the 
1 
corresponding percentage of yearly..labor requirement. For 
example, to get the varience of the labor input coefficient 
for flajE for the month of July we take the variance of 
yearly labor input coefficients for flax which is {,03508?) 
and multiply it with {30#S/l00)*, getting . 003263• 'W'e will 
get the same result if w© separately writ© the series of 
input coefficients for the month of July and then compute 
the variances, ¥e will see in the following pages that we 
need only three variances which are obtained as suggested 
above, 
1) Variance of the labor input coefficient for July 
for flax which is (.003262968) 
2) Variance of the labor input coefficient for May 
for corn which la found to be (.00022712^ ) 
3) Variance of the labor input coefficient for July 
for corn which is fomd to be (,0000536i|.6). 
f-We are using the well-imown property that the 
variance of ax is equal to a® tiws the variance of x. 
10l|. 
Tatol® 11 
Monthly labor input coefficients 






































































































1952 .01672 .20214.1 .03l}.37 
Means .02555 .20593 .05253 
10$ . 
7.2 Ixamlnation of the Input eeefflolents aerie a. 
¥e may ©xamine the relawnt 0©Fles of the input co­
efficients for the period 1928-1952 to sm how far they 
are random and how far the assimption of norauallty Is 
justified. Table 11 shows thes® time series. First of all, 
a close ®3tamln«tion of the'^ tim® s®rl©s' shows that the aeries 
ar® pretty much randora, I®,xt, w© form frequency dlatrl-
hutions of thes® series and notioe they can be considered 
as approximately normal. 
July-Ii®,bor-C orn 
Input coeffiolent range Frequency 
•015 - .020 5 
,020 - .025 
.025 - #030 
•030 - ,035 
.035 -
.ol|.o - . o!|.5 
2 






Input coefficient rang® Frequency 
.10 - .15 k 
.15 - .20 8 
.20 - .25 8 
.25 - .30 3 
.30 - .35 2 
Ma j-Labor-C orn 
Input coefficient rang® Frequency 
.03 - .0I4. 5 
. Oil. - .05 8 
.05 - .06 5 
.06 - .07 k 
.07 - .06 1 
.08 - .09 1 
.09 - .10 1 
These aumulative distribufeiona are not presented in an 
atteimpt to justify the aaamaptlon of normality, fhey give 
a rough idea of the distrlbutiona. fioughly speaking, these 
distributions give higher frequency closer to the means 
and lesser frequency if we move away from the means. Also 
we notic® that the frequency groups adjacent to the Biodal 
group or groups give same frequency. Therefore, we may 
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retain th© assumption of nomallty to exhibit th© working 
of theory developed in Chapter I¥. Alternatively, we could 
have used the man and the variance coajputed from these 
ciunmulative frequenej distributions, to make the program and 
then to nmke statistical predictions. It may be noticed 
that th© procedure adopted hj ua, that is, to use ordinary 
arithmetic averages to plan the program and ordinary sample 
variances to mke statistical predictions, is not necessarily 
the best in all cases, lor is it used with Implication 
that this is the only workable procedure. In fact, in 
another problem, a more detailed exemlnation and expert 
advice may determine th® expected values of the input co­
efficients and possible estimates of variances. In this 
case, the analysis of Chapter I¥ will give more accurate 
limits. However, since our object is to exhibit, as an 
©xaiaple, the working of the theory of statistical predicticns 
about the outcomes, we took a simple course, 
7»3 Preliminary aaalysia for predictions. 
low w© apply the results of Section of Chapter 
Vf to determine the confidence limits of the corn yield 
(xj.) and the flax yield (x^ ). 
3 "1 
¥© notice froiw 7»1» ©Qastion (7i.l.l) that Xj, =  ^
and 
{  t .  3»1 )  
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iii.8 .092l|.9 1 0 0 
1800 • 96956 0 1 0 
231+ •21106 0 0 0 
231+ .30910 0 0 1 
182 0 0 0 0 
= 182 (.21186) « 36.55352 (7.3.2) 
02271+ ikQ 1 0 0 
31772 1800 0 1 0 
02555 23I+ 0 0 0 
0 23l-i- 0 0 1 
05253 182 0 0 0 
« 182(.02555) - 23l4.(.05253) » 7.61^ 192 (7.3.3) 
0227!+ , 092I+9 1 0 0 
31772 .96956 0 1 0 
02555 .21186 0 0 0 
0 .30910 0 0 1 
05253 0 0 0 0 
*= *05253(.21186) « ,0111290059. (7.3.1+) 
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We notice also that these qumntltiea and and p 
correspond to th© formula (l4.,l,6) and (l4,#l,8). Now, using 
formulae (l|.» 1,7) and (i|.,l,9) we get the variances 
a « for numerators and cTg for the denominator. 
That is 
crjj « (.0032629706)(182)® 
« 106.10826380^  (7.3.5) 
« (.00022712^ )(23lf)« 
•I- (,000053614-60)(132)® 
a li|.,2l3l+266di.O (7.3.6) 
also from formula (i^ .l.lO) we get th© covariances of the 
nuraeratora and the denomenators. 
CTg^  «= (.05253)(192)(.0032629706) 
« (.03119^ 999) (7.3.7) 
a (.21186)(23l|.)(.0002271250) 
« (,011259776l|.) . (7.3.8) 
First of all, we notice that the asauMption p > 3 CTg 
for the application of results of sections (i|..3) and (if.I}.) 
is not satisfied aince 
and 
3* Og « .013li}.3 
^ « .011129 
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However, w® notlc® that ^  < 2.514- cTq, low w® go back and 
check th© reason which necessitated this assumption. We 
check 0eary*3 article^  and see thjit in deriving the dis­
tribution of a quotient x/j we ar® concerned that y may 
assume negative values, Ve say (since y is a normal variate) 
if E{y) > 3 <ry then it Is very unlikely that y will assurae 
negative values. But even if p > 3 Og, there is some small 
probability, (#00135) that the variable in the denominator 
may become negative# On th® other hgnd» if S{y) > , 
this probability is (*0055). Therefore, if we could 
tolerate a probability of .00135# we can also ignore a pro­
bability of .0055 and say that the deonominator is not 
likely to become negative# Hence, at least for our purpose, 
to exhibit th® working of probability approaolv we may relax 
the assumption of § > 3 oj and proceed with our analysis. 
7*4.:CgmfMenee limits for the activity levels. 
Mow we apply the equation of Chapter IV to 
get the confidence limits. Suppose we want 5 per cent 
confidence limits. Then th© probability that absolute 
value of a standardized normal variate z is greater than 
1.96 is .05i therefore, we take y ^  1«96 and compute 
e^ary, 1. C. The Frequency Mstribution of the 
Quotient of Two Normal Variables, Hoy. Stat. Journ., 93s 
4^.2411.6, 1930. 
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(p® - Y® o-g) « (.011129)® - (1.96)®(.000019198) « (.0000^01) 
(74.1) 
20 Bi - Y® <^81^ * 2{.011129)(38.55852) 
- (3.814.16)(.031195l4999) 
« .6l855i|2733 (7.1+.2) 
(a® . y®a!) « (38.55852)® - (1.96)®(108.0826382) 
« 1071.5I|920168, (7.i^.3) 
2(P« - Y® cTgi^ ) 
« (. 011129) (?• 61^192). (1.96)»(. 0112597761|) 
« .0835827l|.03 (744) 
idl - y®<3"1) • (7.6i|.192)® - (1.96)»(ll4..213l4.266) 
« 3.77l|.66l|,. (74.5) 
fherefoi?®, the roots of th® following equation gives the 
95 per cent eonfldenc® llMits for corn yield, 
(.0000501)Z« - (.618551^2733)2 
+ (1071.^9201) « 0. (7.If.6) 
fhe roots are 2088 and 10282, approxiinately that is, the 
P [2088 < < 10262] « .95. (74.7) 
A coMparison of these liiaits with the expected value 3it-6li..5 
bushels of corn in our schedule shows that the distribution 
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of corn yield la skew on fch© right. Sine® the lower limit 
Is the one which any planning xanlt is mostly concerned with, 
2088 is a reasonable lower limit* 
¥e should also notice that the equation is 
derived from th© fomula that is 
BCD) - ECl) 
YH^ Z® • 22<3-G'0 4- CSJL 
< Y s o 
with equal probabilities on both ends of the normal dis­
tribution, but since th© distribution of xj^ , that is, the 
corn yield is apparently skew to the right w© would have 
gotten better limits if we could use, say, a probability 
of .01 on left-hand tail and a probability of *011. on the 
right-hand tall# This can b® don® with the help of Section 
using the ciaBulatlv® distribution. 
To get th© confidence li»ita for flax yield, we get 
the roots of th© equation 
(•000G501)Z® - (.0835827l|.03)Z + (3.77l4.66ij.l66) 
» 0 . (74.8) 
Th© roots are l4.6»5 and 162$, whereas th© expected value 
waa 686,7. This shows that 
1) Th© flax yields involve much more variation. This 
is also apparent if we look at th© data of average yields 
for th© period 1928-1952, in fable 1, 
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2) fh© distribution of flax yield (x^ ) is also skew 
to th® right though to a lesser degree than that of corn. 
Before the discussion on the confidene© limits of 
activity levels i® closed, a very important fact needs 
©B^ haals. It should be noticed that the variables Xx and 
are not independently distributed, so it is very unlikely 
that th© extreme Units for both activities will be raised 
slMultaneously. Even if they were independent, the prob­
ability of a simultaneous occurence of the lowest extremes 
will be the product of th© Individual probabilities which, 
therefore, will be very small. A rigorous analysis of the 
probability of joint occurences meeds a study of the joint 
distribution of the activity levels which is very tedious. 
However, an indirect inference can be made by considering 
the limits of the profit function since it Is a llmar 
function of those activity levels. 
7•5 Confidence Halts of the profit function. 
The expected profit 
y = {l.S6)(3lt«4.S)+(3.81)(686.7376) = $8021 
(7.S.1) 
which is equal to 
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where 
dj « (l,56){38.55852)-»-C3.81)C7,6l4.192) « 89,26? (7.5.2) 
(using di^ .l.lO)) end § « ,011129 (7.5.3) 
as in Section 7.3. 
Assuraing prices to be constant, we have from (1|..1.11), 
crgjy)« {1.56)®(lO0,O82638)+(3.87)®{lii..213i|.266) 
« 1^ 69.35311.1^ 299 (7.5.14-) 
and 
<TB « .000019198 (7.5.5) 
as in Section 7.3» 
Also 
B^M(y) ® (1.56)(.31195!i.999)+(3.8l)(.0112li.9776l^ ) 
« .09l56lj.27928 (using equation (ij..l.l2)). (7.5.6) 
Therefor©, 
(P® - Y^ o-g) « .0000501 as before 
- 2(,011129)(89.267)•(1.96)«(.091561^ .73) 
« l,28339i}.7686, (7.5.7) 
and 
Oy" - Y"4(y,) 
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« (89.267)® - (1.96)®(l|,69.353ij.if3) 
« 6165.529102 , (7.5.8) 
fherefor®, th® roots of the folloirlng ©quation gives the 
95 per cent confldenc® limita 
(.0000501)2® - (l,28339l|,7686)2 + 6165.529102 « 0 
(7.5.9) 
and th® roots are 6297.95 and 18666.65 or 
6298 and 16866. (7.5.10) 
¥® compare th«s® with the expected profit, $8021, 
(i) It is noticed that th« distribution of the profit 
function seems skew to the right, therefore, confidence 
limits with equal probabilitj on both enda are not efficient. 
However, since the lower limit is the one w© are most con­
cerned with, the results seea very satisfactory, 
(ii) Also, we notice that if the lower limits of both 
corn and flax were realised simultaneously, the profit would 
have been 
(1.56)C2088)+(3.8l)(l|.6,5) « |3ii.3i|-
which seems very unlikely. In fact, in the following 
section, we will see that the probability that the profit 
is less than ^ 5000 is practically z@ro, Bofor® closing 
this discussion on confidence llBiits, it is necessary to 
emphasize that th® whole analysis used above is approximate 
and therefor© the limits are approximate, too* 
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7• 6 Stafclstlcel predlctlona baaed on th© cuimuletlve 
dlstribirtlona. 
Mow we will exhibit the application of Section I4..6 
of Chapter I?. 
(i) First of all, we inwstigate the probability that 
corn yield may b® less than 2000 bushels. Then using the 
notations of Section w© have 
? « 2000 (7.6.1) 
$ .011129 „ 
and 
k- « Qi • (2000)P 
j^ crj - ZcTgj.  (2000)+(2000 
38.55852 - (2000)(.011129) 
[108.082638 - 2(.0311951+999)(2000) 
+(2000)®(.0000191981^ /® 
« 2.01 (7.6.3) 
 ^(2000) ct/ 
- 2(2000)aBi-f(2000)" cr|] 
(. 031195li999 )*( 20000) (. 000019196) 
(,0C%38l)Ij[108.G82638) - 2(,03119Sl|.999){2000) 
+ (2000)®(.000019198)]*/® 
« .212 (7.6.1^.) 
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fherefor®, th© probability required, that is 
p [xi > 2000] » IC0,0,1»1 P«,212)dx dy 
. h ki *h •kj^ . 
where 1(0,0,1,1, p«,212). Is standardized norraal bivariate 
.distribution with p « »212» 
To ©valuat© these integrals, we refer to Pearson's 
tables for statisticians and biometrioians* and, uaing the 
necessary interpolation, we get the required probability 






a 1-(. 00^ 5)-(. 0222 )•!• .0000239 
« ..9723239 
'•Pearson, Karl# Tables for Statisticians and 




P (Xi > 2000) » .9723I1.79 
therefore, the probability that 
( 7 . 6 . 5 )  
{Xi < 2000) « .0277 (7.6.6)  
which approximately checks with the lower limit obtained in 
preceding section. 
Similarly we investigate the probability that corn 




" j^ o-J - 2031 (10,000)-l'(10,000)® a|)]^ /® 
(38.5g6$2)->(10.000) (.011129) 
[(108,082638) -2 (, d3119Si|.999) (10,000) 
+ (10,000)»{ , 000019198 f'/» 
= -I.9I4. (7.6.7) 
- (10,000) a| 
P " crg(o-| - 2c3^ 3_ (10,G00)+(10,000)® a-|)^ /" 
1X9 
(. 03119^ 999) * C10. OOP) (, 000019198) 
" (,OOlj.387)[{108.082638)^ 2{,31195^ 999)(10,000) 
+ (10,000)® Ct 000019198)] 
e -.97 (7.6.8) 
therdfor'e, consulting the tables e.s before, we have 
CK> 





. / 2 ^ 1.9 H(p«.97)to dj .51!- t k 
as , oo55 " . 005l|.65 
« .000035 
J j l(p«-.97)dx dj « y N(0,l)dy 
-2.5l|. 1.9l|- 1.9i^ . 
-/ / (p=.97)a3t dy 
2.5ii. 1.9ii. 
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= t0262 - .00^ .6$ 
« »020735 
and, therefor©, 
P [xi > 10,000] = .020735 + .000035 
« .02077 . (7.6.9) 
The probability la about 2 p®r cent which again checks 
approximately the corresponding result of the preceding 
section. 
(ii) Flax yield. 
Now w© try to derive the probability statements for the 
yield of flax. Suppose we Investigate the probability that 
the yield of flax will not b© leaa then 5o bushel. Then 
V « $0 
h = A = = 2.51^  
org . 001.381 
Ok •> (5q)& 
( 0-; - 2o-B1^ (S0)«(?O)»cr|)V" 
^ 7.6U192  ^(50)(.011129) 
[(ll^ .. 213i|.266 ).2 (50) (. 0112597761^ .) 





 ^ . 2{^ 0) ari^   ^(^ 0)«o|] v« 
{. Q112li9776li) > ($0) (, 000019198) 
C. 001}.38X )f lif. 213l|.266) -2 (50) (. 0112lj.9776i4.) 
+ (50)® (.000019196)] 
- .65 (7.6,11) 
and froifi tables we hav® 
/
«» o= 
 ^N(p=,65)dx dy « ,002516 
2.51f 1.95 
and -%9 
/ f 8(p s=.65)dx dy ^  F(0,l)dx 
-2,5i^ -1.95 2.5I4. 
j M(0,l)dy + j N(p«,65)dx dy 
1.95 2.Si. 1.95 
« 1 -•.0055 - ,0256 + ,002516 
* .771I1.I6 . 
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Therefor® 
P [X* > 5o] » .9711^ 16 »0025l6 (7.6.12) 
» »973 
and hence 
P [x* < 5o] « ,027 {7*6.13) 
which approximfitely oheclEs^  with low«r the llait obtained in 
the preceding section# 
To check th© upper Unit, l@t us investigate the prob­
ability that flax production may b© higher then 1600 buahela 
V « 1600 
h » 2,^  as before 
« (1600 )fi , 
"[o-t - 2crg|^ (l600) + Cl600)''o'|)f/® 
« 7#6lil92 * (1600)(.011129) 
f( 111.. 213i|.266) -2 (1600) C. 0112597 76^ ) 
+ (1600 )®(* 000019198)]*/® 
« «1.9l^ . (7.6.11+) 
cr^  ^  (1600) a-| 
P = asfo-t -2(1600) + (I600)*cr|} 
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« (»011259776it.) •> (1600) (. 000019196) 
.OOi|.38l [(Ik. 213l|266)-2(1600) (. 0112597764) 
4- (1600)»(.000019198)]'-' 
« -.85 (7.6.15) 
and consulting the tables we hair® 
do 
J j N(pa=-,85)dx dj = N(0,1) dx 
2.5I|. -1.911. 2.^  
Ck3 cx* 
- K(p=.85)dx dy 
2.51}. 1.9l|. 
a .0055 - .ooii45o 
= .00105 
and 
j l(pe-.85)dx dy 
'2.9^  1.9i|. 
» N{0,l)dy - I(p«.85)dx dy 
1.9l^  2.51.1 1.9i|. 
a .0262 - .00ii.l|.50 
« .02175 
- 1214. * 
and hence. 
P [X4 > 1600] « ,00105 .0217$ 
« ,02£^ 8 . (7 .6 .16) 
fhis cheoks apppoximatelj with th® corresponding upper limit 
obtained in the preceding section. 
(iil) Profit funotion. 
In the saw® manner, w® deal vith profit function y, 
and find th© probability that profit will not be less than 
$6500. W© again apply Section 1|,,10 of Chapter IV. In this 
ca se, 
and substituting th© values from Section 5(c), we get 
V = 6500 
>011X29 
".001^ .381 
ay ». (6500) g 
 ^ [I4.69.353M1.3-2 (6500) (, 0915647279] 
•f {6500)a(.00001919a)]*/« 
89.267 « (6500)(.011129) 




' (6500) a| 
. 2{6500)ag^ ^ y j  ^ -A 
« (ai56ii7279)«(65QO)C» 000019198) 
[(. OOi|.301) (1+69.353l|43) -2 (, 09156lj.7279) 
•I" (6500)®(»000019198fv® 
= -.17 (7.6.18) 
and consulting the tables, w? hiave 
/ / N(p»-.17)^  dy « ,0000251 
2.51+ 2,11 
and oo 
/ J H(p»~,17)dx dy « 1 - J N{0,l)dx 
-.2.51+ -2.11 2.5i|. 
lf(p«-,17)dx dy 
2,11 2.51^  2.11 
= 1 - .0055 - .0222 + .0000251 
=== .9723502 
and therefop©, 
P [y > 6500] = .9723502 + ,0000251 
• 126 
« .9723753 (7.6.19) 
therefor© 
F [j < 65oo]« .02762li,7 . (7.6,20) 
Similarly, if w© find 
F [j < 620cj 
it will be close to .02.5 and this checks with the lower 
limit of th© preceding section* 
How for upper limits, m© try $10,000, In this case 
{89,267) - {10,000)1.011129) 
[{1^ 69. 3$M299 ) -2 (10,000) (. 0915614.7279) 
(10,000)«{.000019198 
« -.932 (7.6.21) 
and 
 ^ (.9156147279 )*( 10, OOP) (. 000019198) 
 ^ (,00i|.38l)[(lf69.353i|.i|.299)-2{10,000){^ .09l56li.7279) 
+ {10,000)® (.000019198)1 
« -.97 (7.6,22) 
and consulting the tables, we g®t 
 ^ Q<» OCJ 
j J I(p--.97)dx dy « J' 1(0,1 )dx 






« .00^  - {.00^ 51 *= 0 
CW9 ^ 
y  ^l(p««»97)Ax dy « y l{0,l)dy 
-2.^  9.32 9.32 
Ck9 
-/ / I(p*.97)<ix dy 
2.^  9.32 
« .1762 - .005590 = .17 . (7.6.23) 
Therefoi^ , the probability that y > 10,000 is about 17 per 
cent. 
Similarly, if we find the probability that profit 
y >$12,000, th® chance Is 8 per cent. Again the chance 
that profit b@ > |l3,000 is 6 per c«nt. That clearly shows 
that the distribution is skew to th® right and to get the 
point of ,025 probability, w@ will have to investigate much 
higher profits. 
Suppose w@ try |l8,000, 
V = 18,000 
h = 2, ^  
126 « 
k « (89.267) - as. OOP) (. 011129) 
[CI4.69,35W}.3) -2 (18,000) {, 09l56ii.7i^ 79) 
+ (18,000) a (,000019198)1^ /® 
» -1.9 (7.6.2l|) 
(. 09l56li7279) - (18. OOP) (.000019198) 
P (.00y8l)gi|.69,3W3)-2(l8,000)(.091^ 6i|.7279) 
+ (18,000)a(.000019198 )"f/« 
«-.995 . (7.6.25) 




2.Sk -1.9 2.5lf 
00 
" J f N(p®*995)dx dj 
2.5If 1.9 
« .0055 - .0055 * 0 
/ / N(p=-.995)dx dy » ^  N(0,l)dy 





« .0287 - .0055 « .0232 . 
Therefor©, 
f [j > 18,000] » ,0232 (7.6.26) 
which is slightly less than *025. Hence, our results 
obtained from curf«ulative distributions check with the limits 
obtained by quadratic formula of Section i}..8. This fact is 
very reassuring sine© th© two sections are based on 
different approaches, fhe confidence limits obtained by 
equation (I4..I1.3) a^ *© based on Opary's* approximation where­
as the cuinmulatiw distribution inferences are based on 
Pieller»s approach.® 
7.7 A critical note. 
¥e have noticed in the previous section, that, whereas 
the lower limits of our results aeeia fairly reasonable, the 
upper limits are very far removed from the expected valuea 
For example, the lower limit for corn yield is 2088 bushels* 
O^eary, R, C« Th® Frequency Distribution of the 
Quotient of Two Hormal Tarlates, Journ. loy. Stat, Soc*, 
93^ 142-101.6, 1930, 
®Fieller, 1, C. The Distribution of the Index in a 
lormal Bivariate Population, Bioaietrlka, 2i|.iif28»Ij.i}.0, 1932. 
• / 
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Therefore, if this yield is realized on 78.78 acres of land 
used on corn production, the average yield will be 26.5 
bushels per acre which is very reasonable. If we have a 
look on our data for corn yield for the period 1928-19^ 0 
in fable 1, we notice that there is one year, 1936, when the 
corn yield was 2$ bushels per acre. On the contrary, if the 
upper limit of total yield, that is, 10,282 bushels, is 
realized, the average yield will be about 130 bushels per 
acre which -seems fantastically high. Similarly the upper 
limits of the flax yield and the profit function are very 
4-, 
high and therefore nor reliable. As we have said before, 
the lower limits are more important In planning. A farmer 
for exai^ le, is wore concerned about the possibility of 
bankruptcy than about getting too rich. Therefore, if he 
is told that the program of production which Is recommended 
to him and which Is expected to yield a profit of $8,000, 
will bring hiiB at least $6,200, he will have confidence in 
the recojBffiendation. Thus, the lower limits serve the 
important purpose of assuring the results of our planning 
with the flexibility necessary under "risk" phenomena. 
It may b© instructive, however, to have a look into 
the cause of this over•estimation on the upper side. In 
Section 7.2 w© wrote down the frequency distribution of 
the input coefficients which enter into our prediction and 
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and in that section w© said that these could be approximated 
bj noraal dlatributions fairly closely. Let us Investigate 
that fact a little further. When we have a look at the dis­
tribution and the corresponding hlatogreras, we notice that, 
whereas they could be approxlaated as normal having equal 
frequency on either side of the aodal group, they are t^ .u-n-
cated on the left. That is on that evidence the input co­
efficients have practically no chance to come close to zero* 
To be fflore precise, we can suppose, for example, that they 
have no chance to assume values less than the respective 
lower limits of the lowest frequency class, Htiereas, in 
applying our results to get the limits of the yields, we 
asauirae a full normal distributions of the input coefficients 
thus allowing the input coefficients to come close to zero. 
Since the input coefficients are inversely proportional to 
the yields, the upper limits of the yields and of the profit^  
shown by our analysis, though perfectly valid, theoretically, 
may be far above the actual reallaatlon. This explains why, 
in practice, these upper limits will be far from prevailing 
anything which may actually happen. 
One way to remedy this shortccanlng will be to use 
turnsated normal distributions or non-normal distributions  ^
and get the results by developing the theory using the 
general procedures outlined in Chapter I?, However, this 
will require a great deal of work#-
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¥111. SUMMRY 
The technique of the simplex method of linear pro­
gramming was employed to get an optimum production plan 
for a family farm in Ellsworth Township in Hancock County, 
Iowa, fhe input coeffieients us«d In planning were the 
averages of the corresponding input coefficients computed 
from the input and output data for the period 1928-1952, 
Corn, oats, soybeans, flax, and *^ ®at were the five crops 
considered in making the plan. 
It was assumed that the family faria has one hundred 
and forty-eight acres of land and a capital of $1800. The 
monthly available labor w«s also specified. The problem 
was to draw up an optimum production plan which may be 
expected to maximize the gross profit. The prices per 
bushel of the outputs mve assuraad to be constant and the 
same as the 19^ 2 average prices In Iowa. The following 
plan was derived? Th® faimlly far® should plan to produce 
3)4.614. bushels of corn and 686 bushels of flax. The detailed 
schedule of inputs required ia given In fables 10a and 10c, 
With the average prices of 1952, this program was 
expected to yield a gross profit of |8021» 
Then to exhibit the practical application of the pro­
bability approach. It was asaimed that the input coefficients 
relevant to the program, vary like normal vsrlates with the 
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values used in planning as expected(mean)values. The 
variances of these parameters were estimated again from 
the series of input coefficients confuted for the period 
1926-1952. Using these estimatea in the analysis of 
Section we obtained the following 95 per cent, 
approximate confidence liaits. 
Corn output in bushels 2088 and 10282 
Flax output in bushels ij,6 and 1625 
Sross output in dollars 6298 and 18866 
These results check very closely with the corresponding 
probability statements based on the cumulative distributions 
Section I4..6. It was noticed that (1) flax output is subject 
to greater variability than that of corn (2) the upper 
limits, seimto depart too much frow the expected values 
corapared with the corresponding lower limitsj this 
observation indicates that th® derived distributions are 
skew to the right. 
In the end of Chapter ?II, a possible reason was 
given for this discrepancy, A more realistic assumption 
about the distributions of the Input coefficients would 
have been to assuia© a normal distribution truncated on the 
left. However, since the theoretical analysis in that case 
is difficult, we assume simply normal distributions. The 
extension of th® distributions towards zero affects the 
. i3ii. -
upper limits. It is feared that in all practical cases, 
wher® normality of the input coefficients is aasuraed, the 
mpp®r limits may not be very realistic. 
In planning production under risk phenomena, however, 
w® are mostly concerned with the lower llralts. Therefore, 
the reliable lower limits derived from this analysis will 
be of considerable iMportance to the enterprise. 
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